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ABSTRACT 
 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the use of the nine-step problem design process 

(Hung, 2009) to design a problem based learning course. I applied a descriptive case study 

approach to conduct design and development research (Richey & Klein, 2007). The study was 

conducted in the Malaysian teacher education setting. In this study, I served both as the 

researcher and instructional designer of the course. The instructor also involved as co-designer. 

The student participants were 25 preservice teachers enrolled in a video production course. 

Various data sources were collected such as a designer log, extant data, surveys, and interviews. 

The findings indicated that the nine-step problem design process was somewhat suitable in the 

context of this study due to conditions such as decision-making power, existing materials, lack of 

knowledge, unclear information of the steps, and time. Therefore, it is recommended that 

designers have client buy-in when deciding which design model or processes to follow and have 

some content expertise and experience designing problem based learning. It is also important to 

have subject matter expert involvement when using the steps to design problem based learning. 

In regards of participants’ perceptions, the instructor had positive views toward problem based 

learning and indicated her intention to use it again in the future. However, the instructor felt that 

designing problem based learning was a challenging and time-consuming task. Overall, the 

students found problem based learning to be interesting but challenging in terms of completing 

the video competition and reflection tasks. For future research, performance data such as 

students’ achievement and problem-solving skills should be collected to inform the effectiveness 

of the problems developed by using the nine-step problem design process.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Problem based learning has been widely used in higher education for many years. It has 

been implemented in medical schools since the 1970s in countries like Canada at McMasters 

University, the United States at Michigan State University, the Netherlands at Maastricht 

University, and Australia at Newcastle University (Hung, Jonassen, & Liu, 2008). Medical schools 

implemented problem based learning in response to the criticism that traditional medical education 

leads to a poor clinical performance, with reference to students’ lack of practicing knowledge and 

skills on clinical problems after they acquire a particular learning content (Barrows, 1996). 

Problem based learning has also been broadly adapted outside medical education in areas such as 

economics (e.g. Cho & Jonassen, 2002), biomedical sciences (e.g. Choo, Rotgans, Yew, & 

Schmidt, 2011), chemistry (e.g. Flynn & Biggs, 2011), information sciences (e.g. Ge & Land, 

2003), and instructional design and technology (e.g. Ge, Chen, & Davis, 2005). 

Over the last few decades, the use of problem based learning has increased in teacher 

education settings. This instructional method is perceived useful as it allows preservice teachers 

to experience real-life problem scenarios such as situations and issues that arise in classrooms and 

schools. Its early application occurred when a teacher training program was developed to support 

problem based learning curriculum for core subjects in high school (Hung et al., 2008). In 1998, 

the teacher education department at the University of British Columbia implemented its first 

problem based learning curriculum (Filipenko & Naslund, 2015).  In addition, the Tennessee 

Board of Regents suggested the use of problem based learning in 2008 for the foundations of 

education courses at some universities (Barron, Preston-Sabin, & Kennedy, 2013).   
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In Malaysia, the government has urged the use of student-centered approaches such as 

problem based learning in schools and universities. While problem based learning was first 

adopted in medical education in Universiti Sains Malaysia in 1979, the Ministry of Education 

Malaysia (2005) recently suggested that teachers should apply student-centered learning 

approaches that challenge students with problems to develop their skills and abilities in decision 

making, problem solving, and critical thinking. This effort is also reflected in the Malaysian 

Teacher Standards (2009), which emphasize that teachers should act more as facilitators who guide 

students’ discussion and give constructive feedback than merely presenting the content of subject 

to students (Goh, 2012). Furthermore, the Ministry of Education Malaysia is currently 

implementing the new standard curriculum for primary schools and high schools since 2017. This 

new standard curriculum stress on student-centered learning approaches with great emphasis on 

problem based learning to promote problem-solving and critical thinking skills. The Ministry is 

also planning to introduce a brand-new Teacher Career Package to ensure that student-centered 

learning approaches are successfully achieved in schools. 

 

Problem Statement 

 

Studies on problem based learning in Malaysia were previously conducted on engineering 

students (e.g. Awang & Ramly, 2008; Said, Mahamd Adikan, Mekhilef, & Abd Rahim, 2005), 

dental students (e.g. Barman, Jaafar, & Ismail, 2006), nursing education students (e.g. Achike & 

Nain, 2005), and undergraduate physics students (e.g. Atan, Sulaiman, & Idrus, 2005). However, 

a recent review of problem based learning research in Malaysian higher education indicated that 

only one previous study focused on teachers (Borhan, 2012). Thus, more research on problem 

based learning in the Malaysian teacher education context is required to determine how it works 

in this context. 
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In addition, much research has been conducted on problem based learning in other contexts. 

There were reviews and meta-analyses to compare problem based learning with traditional 

instruction (e.g. Albanese & Mitchell, 1993; Norman & Schmidt, 1992), research on facilitator 

roles (e.g. Chan, Bridges, Doherty, Ng, & Jin, 2015; Leary, Walker, Shelton, & Fitt, 2013; Salinitri, 

Wilhelm, & Crabtree, 2015), group interaction (e.g. Ochoa, Gottschall, & Stuart, 2004), scaffolds 

(e.g. Simons & Klein, 2007; Su & Klein, 2010), and instruments used to measure students’ learning 

experience in problem based learning environments (e.g. Belland, French, & Ertmer, 2009; Walker 

& Leary, 2009). However, there has been little attention given to research focusing on the design 

of problem based learning (Savin-Baden, 2008). Hence, empirical evidence could help 

instructional designers and teachers to develop effective problem based learning (Scott, 2014). 

Furthermore, while there are guidelines to design problem based learning, most of the 

guidelines only describe the characteristics of good problems (e.g. Duch, 2001; Weiss, 2003). To 

address this challenge, Hung (2006) developed the 3C3R model to systematically design problem 

based learning lessons in any disciplines and level of education. The 3C3R model consists of six 

elements, which includes content, context, connection, researching, reasoning, and reflecting. He 

also proposed a nine-step problem design process (Hung, 2009) as a guideline to use the 3C3R 

model. While there have been several studies on the use of the 3C3R model and the nine-step 

problem design process to design problem based learning (e.g. Goodnough & Hung, 2008; 

Othman, Salleh, Sulaiman, & Konting, 2014; Tawfik, Trueman, & Lorz, 2013), most of the studies 

did not include extensive and rich data on how the steps were used. Therefore, further testing the 

nine-step problem design process is required to improve the utility of the model (Hung, 2009). In 

order to systematically study the design process and establish an empirical basis for the nine-step 
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problem design process, design and development research (Richey & Klein, 2007) should be 

conducted. 

This chapter continues with the purpose of the current study, the research questions, the 

literature review on problem based learning, the nine-step problem design process, and design and 

development research. The importance of the study is also described at the end of this chapter. 

 

Purpose and Research Questions 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the use of the nine-step problem design process 

(Hung, 2009) to design a problem based learning course. I collected data on the use of the model 

by systematically documenting the design process and participants’ perceptions towards the 

problem based learning course. The study was conducted in the Malaysian teacher education 

setting.  

The following were the research questions addressed in this study:  

1. How did the nine-step problem design process function in the design of problem based 

learning for preservice teachers in the Malaysian context? 

2. What conditions impacted the design of problem based learning in this context? 

3. What were the instructor’s perceptions towards the use of problem based learning and the 

course?  

4. What were the students’ perceptions towards the problem based learning course? 

 

Literature Review  

 

The articles for this review were obtained from several databases including the Educational 

Resources Information Centre (ERIC), Education Full Text, and Web of Science. In addition, 

articles were also searched from Google Scholar as the search engine was helpful in identifying 
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citations from each article. The keywords used to search for articles were a combination of the 

following words: (1) problem based learning, (2) design, (3) 3C3R model, and (4) Malaysia. For 

instance, “problem based learning AND design”, “problem based learning AND Malaysia”, and 

“3C3R model AND Malaysia”. Moreover, I applied the snowball method where the reference 

sections were reviewed for additional and related studies.  

 

Problem based learning. Problem based learning is an instructional method where 

learning is initiated by a relevant problem and followed by students’ small group discussion to find 

the solution (Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Hung et al., 2008). Students’ prior knowledge is activated during 

the initial discussion of the problem and the knowledge is elaborated as they find relevant resources 

and engage in group work to solve the problem (Schmidt, Rotgans, & Yew, 2011).  

Proponents of problem based learning have described its characteristics (Barrows, 1996; 

Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Savery, 2006). First, it is a problem-centered instructional method. An 

authentic and relevant ill-structured problem is provided at the beginning of the problem based 

learning lesson to initiate students’ learning. Second, collaboration is essential in problem based 

learning. Students need to work in a small group discussion to find the solution. Working in a 

small group discussion enables distributed thinking and decreases the cognitive load among 

members to solve the problem. Third, students should reflect on their learning during and at the 

end of the lesson. A facilitator will guide the students to self-reflect at the end of the lesson through 

a session called debriefing. Finally, a tutor act as a facilitator during problem based learning lesson. 

The tutor or teacher becomes the facilitator who guides the students to seek information and 

develop understanding rather than providing the information. 

Besides these characteristics, Schmidt et al. (2011) described how problem based learning 

works from the cognitive constructivist perspective. They proposed the activation-elaboration 
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hypothesis to describe the process of problem based learning. Students’ prior knowledge is 

activated during the initial group discussion on the problem presented to them. As students engage 

in group work, they should have the opportunities to elaborate their prior knowledge. Moreover, 

students’ meaningful experience while solving the problem may facilitate the comprehension of 

new information and enhance the long-term memory of the content.  

Furthermore, Schmidt et al. (2011) proposed the situational interest hypothesis to describe 

the process of problem based learning. They suggested that problems drive the learning process in 

problem based learning. Students may experience situational interest because they realize that 

there is a knowledge gap between their current understanding on the topic and what they need to 

understand in solving the problem. This creates a desire in students to seek more information about 

the problem until they are able to close that knowledge gap. In a study of problem based learning 

conducted by Rotgans and Schmidt (2011), relevant and authentic problems significantly increased 

students’ level of initial interest and it was maintained during group discussions.  

 

Research on problem-based learning. Various reviews report on the effectiveness of 

problem based learning in medical education (e.g. Albanese & Mitchel, 1993; Norman & Schmidt, 

1992). For instance, Norman and Schmidt (1992) found that problem based learning promoted 

students’ interest in a particular subject matter and increased self-directed learning. They argued 

that problem based learning environment was more stimulating than the traditional instruction (i.e. 

teachers deliver the medical content prior to presenting the clinical problems for the students to 

apply). While the problem based learning students were able to transfer relevant principles and 

concepts to other problems, they tended to perform poorly on the immediate knowledge-recall 

examination. 
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Similar findings were reported by Albanese and Mitchell (1993). They conducted a meta-

analysis to investigate the various outcomes of problem based learning when compared to lecture-

based instruction, and found that medical students possessed positive attitudes towards problem 

based learning environment. Their findings also discovered that the problem based learning 

students scored lower in basic examination than the lecture-based instruction students. However, 

problem based learning students had deeper understanding on the content by performing better 

than the lecture-based instruction students in faculty evaluations.  

While Albanese and Mitchell (1993) investigated the effects of problem based learning on 

various outcomes in medical education, Dochy, Segers, Van den Bossche, and Gijbels (2003) 

conducted a meta-analysis by focusing on two major outcomes of problem based learning, namely 

declarative knowledge and knowledge application. They reported a strong positive effect of 

problem based learning on students’ knowledge application, but a slightly negative effect on 

declarative knowledge. In addition, although problem based learning students seemed to gain less 

knowledge in their immediate examination, they retained more of the acquired knowledge than 

students in the traditional learning environment. 

Similarly, Gijbels, Dochy, Van den Bossche, and Segers (2005) conducted a meta-analysis, 

which only considered the influence of assessment on students’ knowledge in problem based 

learning. Specifically, Gijbels et al. (2005) categorized students’ knowledge into three levels of 

knowledge structure – understanding of concepts, understanding of the principles, and application 

of conditions and procedures. The findings showed that problem based learning had the most 

positive effects when the assessment is aimed at measuring students’ understanding of the 

principles. Gijbels et al. (2005) also suggested that students’ level of knowledge targeted by the 

assessment should be considered in assessing the effectiveness of problem based learning.  
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Another meta-analysis that covered studies across multiple disciplines was conducted by 

Walker and Leary (2009). Beside considering the assessment used to measure the level of students’ 

knowledge like Gijbels et al. (2005), they also considered the type of problems used based on 

Jonassen’s (2000) typology of problems and how the problem based learning was implemented 

based on Barrows’ (1986) taxonomy. They found that problem based learning had a modest 

positive effect when the assessment was about measuring students’ understanding of principles 

and application of conditions and procedures. Furthermore, since most of the reviewed studies 

were in medical education, most of the problems were diagnosis-solution problems. Interestingly, 

studies that used design problems had more success in problem based learning than studies that 

used story problems or dilemmas. They also found that the closed-loop approach, which refers to 

students revisiting the problem after conducting research to find the solution, was the most 

beneficial implementation approach for problem based learning. 

In teacher education setting, the implementation of problem based learning is useful and it 

promotes preservice teachers’ knowledge and skills (Borhan, 2014; Derry, Hmelo-Silver, 

Nagarajan, Chernobilsky, & Beitzel, 2006; Hung & Holen, 2011). For instance, in a study to 

explore the implementation of problem based learning in teacher education, Derry et al. (2006) 

developed an online course focusing on learning sciences and educational psychology. The online 

problem based learning enabled preservice teachers to understand and assess their students’ 

learning difficulties in the classroom as presented through video cases.  They found that students’ 

attitudes were positive towards the online problem based learning environment. The results also 

indicated that preservice teachers were able to think deeply about students’ learning difficulties in 

the classroom from their analyses of the video cases.      
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Furthermore, Hung and Holen (2011) conducted a mixed method study to explore the use 

of problem based learning on classroom management for preservice teachers. They found that 

participants’ perception towards problem based learning were very positive. Preservice teachers 

were able to get fully engaged and experience authentic tasks in classroom management through 

problem based learning. In addition, problem based learning helped them develop problem solving 

skills. 

In a more recent review of research on problem based learning in teacher education setting, 

Borhan (2014) reviewed studies that investigated its impact on preservice teachers’ knowledge 

and skills. Two categories of knowledge were reported, namely pedagogical content knowledge 

and conceptual content knowledge. He found that problem based learning experiences provided 

opportunities for preservice teachers to acquire content knowledge and developed useful skills for 

their future teaching practice.  

 

Designing problem based learning. Problem based learning is a complex learning 

environment, which requires students to learn the content knowledge while solving the problem 

presented to them (Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark, 2006). Instructional designers and teachers are 

required to design relevant problems to get students engaged in meaningful activities such as 

individual research using various learning resources. The learning environment should enable the 

students to practice thinking and reasoning skills during the group discussion. This is also 

important to promote and maintain students’ motivation in a problem based learning environment. 

Several authors discussed the steps or learning processes involved in problem based 

learning. For example, Schmidt (1983) described seven steps of learning processes involved in 

problem based learning. The steps were “(1) clarify terms and concepts not readily 

comprehensible; (2) define the problem; (3) analyze the problem; (4) draw a systematic inventory 
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of the explanations inferred from step three; (5) formulate learning objectives; (6) collect 

additional information outside the group; and (7) synthesize and test the newly acquired 

information” (Schmidt, 1983, p. 13). These steps or processes can be used as a guideline by 

instructional designers and teachers to design a problem based learning environment.  

In addition, the Center for Problem Based Learning, Illinois Mathematics and Science 

Academy (IMSA) (Torp & Sage, 1998) described the process of problem design and problem 

implementation. During the problem design process, instructional designers or teachers need to 

choose a relevant problem that is perceived as an important problem by the students and develop 

the teaching and learning activities. Then, during the problem implementation process, teacher act 

as facilitator to guide students’ learning, coach critical thinking, and apply appropriate 

assessments. 

Another example is Barrows’ (1986) taxonomy of problem based learning approach. The 

taxonomy highlights six types of problem based learning approaches, namely (1) lecture-based 

cases, (2) case-based lectures, (3) case method, (4) modified case-based, (5) problem-based, and 

(6) closed-loop or reiterative problem-based. In the lecture-based cases, the instructor will deliver 

the content prior to presenting cases, whereas cases are presented at the beginning to highlight the 

content to be covered during the lectures in the case-based lectures approach. Furthermore, 

students will be provided with a case for research and class discussion in case method approach. 

Next, being commonly used in medical education, modified case-based allows students to discuss 

cases in a small tutorial group, while problem-based approach uses problems that are highly ill-

structured and an active facilitator will guide students’ learning. Additionally, the closed-loop or 

reiterative problem-based approach is an extension of the problem-based approach where students 

revisit the problem after a self-directed learning phase to evaluate their understanding and 
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reasoning. In this sense, students are expected to conduct another self-directed learning phase to 

address any issues after revisiting the problem for the second time. However, the taxonomy of 

problem based learning approach focuses on achieving specific learning objectives in medical 

education such as structuring students’ knowledge for clinical context and developing clinical 

reasoning. 

One of the common themes from the review above is the lack of descriptions on how to 

actually design problems in a practical way. In addition, the descriptions that do exist are too 

general and inadequate to help instructional designers and teachers to systematically design a 

problem based learning lesson. For instance, Weiss (2003) only described two stages of designing 

problems, which are determining the problem purpose and design the problem to achieve the 

purpose. Similar to Weiss (2003), Duch (2001) proposed a briefly discussed five-step process of 

writing problems for problem based learning. Furthermore, although Drummond-Young and 

Mohide’s (2001) approaches to design problems are systematic, their guidelines are specific for 

nursing education. 

A high-quality problem is a key characteristic of a successful problem based learning 

(Savery, 2006). Evensen and Hmelo-Silver (2000) asserted the important role of problems in 

problem based learning, which is to trigger students’ prior knowledge and learning process. They 

suggested that problems must be designed in accordance with the following criteria: (1) at par with 

students’ level of knowledge and skill, (2) contain specific learning objectives, (3) solution is not 

provided, and (4) should not be too complex.  

Designing and developing problems for problem based learning is indeed a difficult and 

challenging task. In a study conducted by Angeli (2002) on high school teachers who implemented 

problem based learning, generating or selecting problems was found to be the most challenging 
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task. To that end, the 3C3R model by Hung (2006) could be used to address these challenges, 

where instructional designers and educators could apply the nine-step problem design process 

(Hung, 2009).  

 

3C3R model. Hung (2006) proposed the 3C3R model to design problems for problem 

based learning.  As the problems drive students’ learning process during the lesson, it is important 

to design effective problems that enable students to achieve the intended learning objectives. 

Instructional designers and teachers can use the model to systematically design a problem based 

learning lesson. There are two components of the 3C3R model, which are the core and learning 

process components. The core components of the model, the 3C (i.e. content, context, and 

connection) are concerned with students’ acquiring the content knowledge, contextualizing the 

domain, and building the connection between the topic under study with the rest of the curriculum. 

The learning process components of the model, the 3R (i.e. researching, reasoning, and reflecting) 

are concerned with directing students towards the intended learning objectives and ensuring 

meaningful engagement during problem solving process. 

Content. Previous meta-analyses indicated that problem based learning students acquired 

less content knowledge than students who receive direct instructions (Albanese & Mitchell, 1993; 

Dochy et al., 2003; Vernon & Blake, 1993). In order to ensure that students are able to acquire the 

content knowledge while solving problems, Hung (2006) proposes two aspects of the content 

component to be considered when designing problem based learning, which are aligning the 

learning objectives to the course or curricular standards and conducting learning hierarchical 

analysis to ensure an appropriate problem scope. 

Context. One of the key features of problem based learning is an authentic problem that is 

situated around students’ future profession (Barrows, 1986). There are three aspects that must be 
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considered in terms of context when designing problem based learning, which are contextual 

validity, degree of contextualization, and motivation issues. Establishing the problems’ contextual 

validity requires the problems to be practical to the students’ future profession. In regard to the 

degree of contextualization, Hung (2006) recommends that a problem should neither be over-

contextualized to the extent that it overwhelms students, nor it is under-contextualized until it 

causes students missing out the critical issues in the future profession’s setting. Furthermore, 

problems that are relevant and have geographical proximity to the students’ everyday life or 

profession tend to increase students’ motivation and encourage active learning during the problem-

solving process.  

Connection. Problem based learning students acquire their knowledge around problems 

and are able to retrieve relevant knowledge when solving similar problems (Gallagher, 1997). 

However, students could acquire compartmental knowledge if the information in the problems is 

not explicitly interconnected within the domain. Therefore, Hung (2006) proposes the connection 

component to ensure a connection exists between the information learned from the problems to 

larger domain knowledge. There are several approaches to accomplish the connection component. 

On one hand, a prerequisite approach is used to design problems from simple to complex, and 

engage students in a sequential problem-solving process to learn the relationships between 

different levels of concepts. On the other hand, the overlapping approach is used to ensure that 

such concept appear in multiple problems and students are able to learn the concepts in relation to 

other concepts within a bigger domain. Another tactic is the multi-facet approach where students 

learn concepts in different context of problems and help them link the concepts within different 

domains. This approach encourages students’ ability to transfer the acquired knowledge to real-

life problems. 
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Researching. The researching component of the 3C3R model refers to one of the students’ 

activities during the lesson. Students conduct research in problem based learning to understand the 

problem and prepare for the next steps in the problem-solving process. In order for the students to 

conduct effective research during the lesson and achieve the intended content knowledge, the goal 

should be specifically stated in the problem.  

Reasoning. Hung (2006) suggests Barrows’ (1986) taxonomy of problem based learning 

as a guideline to develop the reasoning component of the model. When designing problem for 

problem based learning, instructional designers and teachers could determine different levels of 

problem structure such as case-based type of problems (i.e. provide key information to scaffolds 

students’ research) to ill-structured (i.e. contain less information to solve the problem). In addition, 

the degree of self-directedness is adjustable towards teacher-directed, student-directed, or partially 

student- and teacher-directed. These adjustments should be determined by the students’ level of 

experience on student-centered learning and cognitive ability. Therefore, case-based type 

problems are more suitable for students with low level of researching and reasoning skills than ill-

structured problems. The problems contain important information that direct students’ researching 

and reasoning activities during the lesson. In contrast, highly ill-structured problems are suitable 

for students with high level of researching and reasoning skills.  

Reflecting. Reflection is a key feature of problem based learning that enables students to 

organize and integrate the acquired knowledge into a systematic conceptual framework. This helps 

students to retain, retrieve, and transfer the information to different contexts. Students should be 

able to reflect throughout the lesson along with the researching process to assess the effectiveness 

of their research methods, problem solving, and reasoning strategies. In addition, a summative 

reflection to assess students’ overall learning experience should be conducted at the end of the 
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lesson through follow-up questions and problem reflection. This could be done by asking the 

students to submit a final report in regard to their learning process during the lesson. 

 

Nine-step problem design process. Hung (2009) also proposed the nine-step problem 

design process as a guideline for instructional designers and teachers to use the 3C3R model. The 

steps include intensive analyses to ensure the quality of the problems that aim to steer students’ 

learning towards acquiring content knowledge, problem-solving, and self-directed learning skills. 

Instructional designers and teachers are to conduct a front-end analysis by following step one, step 

two, and step three accordingly. The results from the front-end analysis would assist the rest of the 

design steps. Analyzing the problem based learning problem is subsequently conducted in step 

four and step five, followed by step six and step seven that require instructional designers and 

teachers to adjust and conduct affordance analysis of the problem. The reflecting component is 

designed in step eight, whereas the inter-supporting relationships between the 3C3R model 

components are finally examined in step nine. 

The first step in the problem design process is setting goals and objectives, which is critical 

because it serves as a reference point before conducting the rest of the problem design process. 

Instructional designers and teachers should align the learning objectives with the course or 

curricular standards. Students’ current cognitive readiness should be considered in setting the 

objectives for students’ problem-solving skills that they are expected to achieve at the end of the 

lesson. This is helpful in designing the researching and reasoning components later. In addition, 

students’ experience with problem based learning should also be of major concern to determine 

reasonable objectives for their development of self-directed learning skills. 

The second step is conducting content or task analysis. To accomplish this step, Hung 

(2009) suggests that the content should be categorized into concepts, factual, principles, or 
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procedural. He further describes that concepts are “…fundamental understanding of a given 

phenomenon” and “…factual knowledge is the information that enables the practical use of the 

concept” (p. 124).  In solving problems, students need to connect several concepts based on the 

appropriate principles.  

The next step is analyzing context specification. Authentic problems are important for the 

students to be able to retrieve and apply the acquired knowledge through problem based learning 

in their future profession. Thus, problems for problem based learning should be situated to the 

students’ future job site such as for medical and engineering students. However, Hung (2009) 

suggests that problems for university’s general education and K-12 curriculum could be rather 

general because the focus of the problem based learning is to acquire general foundation of 

knowledge. In this case, instructional designers and teachers can identify several real-life problems 

and select the most appealing problems to the students for designing problems that are not 

profession-specific. 

Next, step four is selecting or generating the problem. Instructional designers and teachers 

should select one problem from a pool of real-life problems based on the front-end analysis (i.e. 

Step 1 to Step 3). To promote and maintain students’ motivation, the problem should also be 

appealing to the students, which is relevant to their future profession and interest. However, if no 

real-life problems exist for a certain context, instructional designers and teachers could use the 

results from the front-end analysis and similar problems in different context to generate problems. 

In step five, instructional designers and teachers will conduct a problem affordance 

analysis. There are four aspects of problem affordance analysis, namely (1) domain knowledge 

analysis, (2) problem-solving skill analysis, (3) context analysis, and (4) connection analysis. To 

accomplish this step, a full description of the problem which includes the problem and goal 
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statement as well as the context description for the students to understand the problem should be 

developed. Moreover, the problem-solving process and the most viable solution path should also 

be created. The full description of the problem enables instructional designers and teachers to 

analyze whether the problem provide essential information to achieve the learning objectives and 

fits the content knowledge and whether the problem provide authentic learning environment by 

containing sufficient contextual information. Besides that, the problem’s full description is also 

useful in designing a tutor’s guide (Hung, 2009).  

Step six is conducting correspondence analysis. This step is accomplished by using a 

correspondence chart to assess if the content matches with the context, researching and reasoning 

process, and problem-solving skills identified as the learning objectives in step one. According to 

Hung (2009), this step is important to evaluate the effectiveness and reliability of the problem. A 

context correspondence analysis should also be conducted to avoid under- or over-contextualizing 

the problem by referring to the results from step three and step five. The problem could be an 

under-affording problem, which means that the problem covers inadequate content and requires 

lower problem-solving skills than the identified objectives in step one. Conversely, an over-

affording problem means that unnecessary content is covered and requires a higher cognitive 

ability than what is intended.  

The next step is conducting a calibration process. The results from step six are helpful to 

calibrate or adjust the problem as needed. To that end, the problem scenario should be extended if 

the problem is under-affording. If the problem is over-affording, any statements that distract the 

students should be removed and explicit descriptions to direct students towards reaching the 

learning objectives should be added. Now that the problem is adjusted to the content and context, 

it is important to adjust the problem to the researching and reasoning component by removing 
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critical information from the description depending on the students’ cognitive ability and learning 

objectives identified in step one. The correspondence analysis on researching and reasoning 

component in step six would also determine which information to be removed or kept.  

In step eight, instructional designers and teachers should construct the reflecting 

component of the problem. Reflection is an important feature of problem based learning to assist 

students develop self-directed learning skills. A formative reflection could be an interactive journal 

that explicitly asking the students to keep a journal and submit it weekly to the tutor in the problem 

description. Formative reflection engages learners in self-reflecting process and allows them to 

receive feedback from the tutor. Conversely, the reflection component could be a summative 

reflection, where students submit a final report on how they solved the problem at the end of the 

lesson to reflect on their overall learning experience. Hence, instructional designers and teachers 

should determine the form of reflection and how to describe the reflection component in this step.  

The final step is examining the inter-supporting relationships of the 3C3R components by 

constructing a table showing the correlation among the content, context, connection, researching, 

reasoning, and reflection components of the 3C3R model. These components are not independent 

of each other and should be complementary. 

 

Application of the 3C3R model. Garcia-Barriocanal, Sanchez-Alonso, and Rodrigues-

Garcia (2011) used the 3C3R model as a framework to develop a new collection of problems for 

an introductory Human Computer Interaction (HCI) course. In their study, usability evaluation 

was taught through a problem-oriented approach called heuristic evaluation. They first analyzed 

students’ assignments to identify the common misunderstanding on usability problems. Then, they 

applied the 3C3R model to revise the problem statements. However, they only applied Step one: 

Set goals and objectives retrospectively as they identified the objective during the analysis of 
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students’ assignments, Step four: Select or generate problem based learning problem, and Step 

five: Conduct problem based learning problem affordance analysis. 

In addition, Vekli and Cimer (2012) used the 3C3R model to design a computer-assisted 

problem based learning environment for high school biology. The content was Endocrine System 

in Human Beings and they adapted newspaper reports to design the context to be closely related 

to real-life situation. The connection was made through grouping the concepts in a way that they 

could design several connected problems. In the study, students could achieve the researching 

component through the task link where they were able to find their roles and expectations, as well 

as the researching menu link to guide them in finding resources to solve the problem. Students 

could also find prompt questions as a guide to promote reasoning and Socratic questions to 

promote reflection and help them during the problem-solving process. However, these descriptions 

indicated that Vekli and Cimer (2012) only introduced a computer-assisted problem based learning 

environment in accordance with the 3C3R model; they did not describe their design decisions or 

how they used the nine-step problem design process to apply the model.  

Furthermore, O’Neill and Hung (2010) conducted a study on the use of the 3C3R model to 

design a problem based learning lesson for university faculty members. The lesson was 

implemented through a 12-week course. However, they only focused on one of the components of 

the 3C3R model, which was connection. They designed several problems and ensured the 

connection between the problems by developing a matrix of learning outcomes and problems. 

They also designed a holistic problem to ensure the connection between some of the prominent 

concepts to be presented at the beginning or at the end of the lesson. The findings showed that the 

participants valued that the problems were based on the participants’ teaching setting and helped 

them to integrate the concepts into their own teaching. However, although the participants found 
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the holistic problem to be helpful, it was too directive. On top of that, similar to the study conducted 

by Vekli and Cimer (2012), the nine-step design process was not used.  

Similarly, Tawfik, Trueman, and Lorz (2013) applied the 3C3R model to design a problem 

based learning environment for undergraduate biology subject, which included an ill-structured 

problem on human infertility and a supporting case library. The design team consisted of an 

instructional designer, a subject matter expert (SME) cum instructor, and a SME from industry. 

However, much like the studies conducted by O’Neill and Hung (2010) and Vekli and Cimer 

(2012), they did not use the nine-step problem design model. The instructional designer developed 

a semi-structured interview protocol based on the 3C3R model, which was adapted from Hung 

(2006) and used the interview protocol in meetings with the SMEs. They also reported that it was 

challenging for the instructional designers and SMEs to contextualize the complex problem of 

human infertility.  

In addition, Goodnough and Hung (2008) investigated five teachers’ experience using the 

nine-step problem design process to apply the 3C3R model in designing problem based learning 

lessons. They reported the strengths and limitations of the problem design process from the 

teachers’ view as designers. The model and nine-step problem design process were found to be 

comprehensive and provided a holistic perspective on the connection between the problems, 

outcomes, and assessments. Furthermore, Step 5: Conduct problem based learning problem 

affordance analysis and Step: 6 Conduct correspondence analysis enabled the teachers to ensure 

the problems would direct students’ learning towards achieving the learning objectives. However, 

the teachers found that it was time-consuming to apply the nine-step problem design process and 

suggested some of the steps to be combined. Also, the 3C3R model and nine-step problem design 

process lacked descriptions in terms of identifying and designing learning activities during the 
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lesson. Although Goodnough and Hung (2008) suggested that Steps 5, 6, and 7 should be modified 

so that these steps will require less time to be conducted, they did not discuss what and how the 

changes should be done. Therefore, future research should be conducted to analyze the strengths 

and limitation of the steps to permits specific recommendation and detailed description of a revised 

and improved model and steps for designing problem.  

Furthermore, Xue et al. (2013) reported how they used the 3C3R model and nine-step 

problem design process to design a problem based learning lesson. They evaluated the lesson by 

comparing the redesigned problem based learning lesson using the 3C3R model with their 

available problem based learning lesson. A total of 139 medical students and five tutors in a 

university in China participated in the study. The students and tutors who received the redesigned 

lesson claimed the lesson to be challenging, but the content was comprehensive and the context 

was interesting. Although the survey was designed to be aligned with the 3C3R model, the results 

on students’ reasoning skills and reflecting were only based on two self-reported questions in the 

survey. In this case, additional measures on students’ reasoning or problem-solving skills should 

be conducted to triangulate the findings.  

In contrast, Othman et al. (2014) retrospectively used the 3C3R model to develop a 

questionnaire and evaluate the quality of an existing problem based learning lesson. The lesson 

was intended for training the trainers in problem based learning workshop in Malaysia. At the end 

of the workshop, students’ reflections were collected. Two hundred and nine faculty members 

from different universities across Malaysia participated in the study, where 86.6 % of them had no 

experience with problem based learning and only seven participants were recorded from education 

field. The findings showed that participants scored the workshop with high percentages for all six 

components of the model, namely content, context, connection, researching, reasoning, and 
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reflecting, indicating that the content and context were relevant to the participants. Moreover, the 

participants were encouraged to conduct research, reasoning, and reflection activities during the 

workshop. From the participants’ reflection data, the course was perceived to be valuable and 

interesting because they learned about problem based learning through a proper problem based 

learning instruction. As this is a retrospective use of the model, future research should be 

conducted to evaluate the application of the 3C3R model in designing problem based learning in 

the Malaysian context. 

 

Summary. Previous research showed that the 3C3R model and the nine-step problem 

design process are useful in designing problem based learning. To evaluate lessons, the 3C3R 

model could also be used in designing the students’ perception survey (e.g. Othman et al., 2014; 

Xue et al., 2013). However, some of the studies did not apply the model and steps as a 

comprehensive process (e.g. Garcia-Barriocanal et al., 2011; O’Neill & Hung, 2010) or evaluate 

the lesson produced (e.g. Goodnough & Hung, 2008; Vekli & Cimer, 2012). Some researchers did 

evaluate the lesson developed using the 3C3R model (e.g. Xue et al. 2013), but they only used 

self-reported survey without other measurements to triangulate the findings. Therefore, based on 

the review above, there is a lack of comprehensive and systematic research to investigate the use 

of the nine-step model by instructional designers, which calls for the application of design and 

development research approach. 

 

Design and development research. Design and development research is “the systematic 

study of design, development, and evaluation processes with the aim of establishing an empirical 

basis for the creation of instructional and non-instructional products and tools and new or enhanced 

models that govern their development” (Richey & Klein, 2007, p. 1). There are several sources of 
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research problems in design and development research, such as problems from worksites, 

emerging technologies, and theory-based problems. Researchable workplace issues are among the 

problems that are of current interest in the field and common in many settings. In this study, the 

main research problems come from the theoretical problems related to the use of the nine-step 

problem design process. It was an emerging technology problem if technology is broadly defined 

as a collection of process. Therefore, this study addressed theory-based problems related the use 

of the nine-step problem design process and were closely related to technology problems, which 

referred to the process of designing problem based learning environment.  

According to Richey and Klein (2007), design and development research could be applied 

in various settings such as school, industry, government, and healthcare. In a school setting for 

example, higher education could be the specific setting on where the design and development 

projects are conducted. In addition, the participants for design and development research could be 

instructional designers, developers, subject matter experts, instructors, students, and evaluators 

depending on the study purpose. The goal and research questions determine the selection of 

research methods in design and development research. Case study, document reviews, field 

observation, survey, in-depth interviews are some of the research methods to be employed in 

design and development research. A mix of quantitative and qualitative data is commonly collected 

to provide comprehensive view of the design, development, implementation, and evaluation 

processes.  

Through design and development research, researchers are able to address the lack of 

comprehensive and systematic research on instructional design models. Furthermore, as the 

designers’ role is valued as an important aspect of the design process, this research approach 

enhances the knowledge base of instructional design, which is concerned with designer and design 
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processes. These contributions are accomplished through two categories of design and 

development research, namely (1) product and tool research; and (2) model research. 

Product and tool research. Researchers usually describe the design process, analyze, and 

evaluate the final product in this category of design and development research. The final product 

is either an instructional or non-instructional program. Frequently, the entire phases of design 

process (i.e. analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation) are investigated. 

However, some researchers may focus on a specific phase such as needs assessment or evaluation.  

Product and tool research could also be referred as developmental studies (Richey, Klein, 

& Nelson, 2004) and similar to formative research (van den Akker, 1999). For example, 

Brinkerhoff and Glazewski (2000) conducted a developmental study to investigate the effect of a 

hypermedia-based problem based learning lesson on gifted elementary students’ performance and 

attitudes. Two cycles of formative evaluation were conducted to improve the final lesson. The 

findings showed that teacher and students’ attitudes were positive towards the lesson. The students 

were also able to achieve the intended learning objectives at the end of the lesson. In determining 

the effectiveness of the product or tool, researchers need to provide evidences by collecting various 

information. In Brinkerhoff and Glazewski’s (2000) study, classroom observation, performance 

rubric, attitude survey, and teacher’s interview were among the data sources being used to describe 

and assess students’ performance and attitudes towards the lesson. 

Model research. Model research focuses on model usage, development, and validation that 

contribute to the knowledge of a new or improved design model (Richey & Klein, 2007). The 

findings of model research could be a description of conditions that facilitate or impede the use of 

a model and validation of a new or existing design model. While most instructional design models 

are developed from deductive reasoning with theoretical support, design models could be 
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developed through model development research. In model development research, Richey and 

Klein (2007) suggested researchers to collect data from actual design projects in natural work sites 

to establish validity. For instance, Jones and Richey (2000) collected data from a natural work 

setting to revise a rapid prototyping instructional design model. They employed content analysis 

on extant data, which include designers’ task logs and project proposal. In-depth interviews were 

also conducted to measure the effect of the model on designers’ design process and final product.  

Another focus of model research is model validation, which are further classified as 

“…internal validation, that is, a validation of the components and processes of an instructional 

model, or external validation, that is, a validation of the impact of the products of model use” 

(Richey, 2005, p. 174). Internal validation of a model is viewed as a formative evaluation of model 

where researchers investigate the relationships between the model components and the design 

process. This is possible to be achieved through expert review of the model and the usability 

documentation where the ease of use and design cycle time are collected.  

External validation, on the other hand, is viewed as a summative evaluation of a model 

where the impact of using the model to design the final product and the impact of the product on 

learning are investigated. For instance, Wilson (2012) conducted an external validation of the 

Jeffries/National League for Nursing Model when developing a simulation-based instruction to 

teach structured communication. Demographic data from the instructional designer and instructors 

were collected, together with the instructional designer’s design log and instructors’ preparation 

log. In order to evaluate the impact of design characteristics on learning, students’ knowledge and 

skill outcome were measured through pretest, posttest, and survey on how the design features of 

the model were presented in the simulation. Wilson (2012) also reported that the model functioned 
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well in the design context and suggested several improvements in accordance with the model’s 

weaknesses. 

Next, model use is another focus of model research concerning the conditions affecting the 

model use such as designers’ level of expertise, characteristics, and decision-making. This 

category of model research is characterized as exploratory or descriptive. In exploratory research, 

instructional design processes are addressed “…as they occur naturally and intuitively in a variety 

of settings” (Richey & Klein, 2007, p. 72). However, descriptive research usually focuses on the 

use of a certain design model. For example, Mendenhall (2012) investigated how a team of 15 

instructional designers used Merrill’s First Principles of Instruction to design and develop online 

K-12 teachers’ professional development modules within a short period of time. Different types of 

data were collected such as participants’ interviews and survey, personal observations, and project 

management documents. Mendenhall (2012) reported that several factors such as designers’ 

experience, context, training, and project requirement influence the decisions made in developing 

the online modules, as well as the use and misuse of the principles.  

It is also possible to conduct model research while developing product or tool. In this study, 

a case study method was employed to investigate the use of the nine-step problem design process 

and evaluate the implementation of the product, which was a problem based learning course in a 

Malaysian university. Various data sources, as described in the method chapter were collected to 

triangulate the findings. Therefore, this study was a model research in conjunction with a product 

development research. 

 

Importance of the Current Study 

 

The findings of this study provide a real-world example of the use of the nine-step problem 

design process. Although the literature showed that the 3C3R model and the nine-step problem 
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design process were useful in designing problem based learning, not much empirical evidence was 

provided on the use of these steps in the real-world. Therefore, investigating how the steps function 

in the design process, inform the conditions that affect the use of the steps. This information may 

be useful for instructional designer and teachers that use the nine-step problem design process in 

their own real-world design context.  

Furthermore, in design and development research, the instructional designer role is valued 

as important as student learning. In this study, data from the designers’ perspective such as design 

decisions, resources used, and problems encountered were collected in a teacher education setting. 

The findings could be applied by other instructional designers and teachers that are working on 

similar problem based learning topic or designing problem based learning lessons in teacher 

education setting. 

In addition, the findings of this study shed some light on the design process of problem 

based learning in teacher education, contributing specifically to the literature on problem based 

learning in the Malaysian context. Moreover, conducting research on problem based learning in a 

teacher education setting exposed the preservice teachers to a student-centered learning approach, 

modeling and encouraging them to further apply this approach in their future teaching practice. As 

a future Malaysian teacher educator myself, I believe it is time to “walk the talk” as Goh (2012, p. 

83) described when embracing the Malaysian Teacher Standards “…. that is, to teach student 

teachers as they would have them teach. Teacher educators use their own teaching to help their 

students learn to teach. Student teachers develop teaching skills by observing how their educators 

facilitate and teach and at the same time analyze what impact those instructions have on them…” 

Finally, I hope that the students were endowed with an opportunity to at least gain some exposure 

and experience on how a student-centered learning environment was conducted.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

METHOD 
 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the use of the nine-step problem design 

process (Hung, 2009) in designing problem based learning. I collected data on the use of the 

steps by documenting the design process and by implementing problem based learning to 

determine participant perceptions toward it. The study was conducted in the Malaysian teacher 

education setting. The following research questions were addressed in this study:  

1. How did the nine-step problem design process function in the design of a problem based 

learning lesson for preservice teachers in the Malaysian context? 

2. What conditions impacted the design of problem based learning in this context? 

3. What were the instructor’s perceptions towards the use of problem based learning and the 

course? 

4. What were the students’ perceptions towards the problem based learning course? 

 

Research Design  

 

These questions were addressed using a case study method. This method allows a 

researcher to study a case in its real-life context (Yin, 2013). Case study is suitable to address 

design and development research questions because context influences instructional design 

(Richey & Klein, 2007). Furthermore, the use of case study enables a researcher to collect 

variety of data sources (i.e. quantitative and qualitative data) to reveal about a phenomenon and 

rich information that might not be able to be captured using other method such as experiments or 

surveys.  
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Case study can be categorized into exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory (Yin, 2013). 

Exploratory case study research is suitable to be applied if there is a lack of preliminary research 

on a certain events or phenomena. In addition, explanatory case study research aims to 

investigate and explain complex events or phenomena that might not be able to be addressed 

using quantitative research methodologies. This study was a descriptive case study research 

where I focused on applying the nine-step problem design process to design and implement a 

problem based learning lesson for preservice teachers in Malaysia.  

Data was collected from a variety of sources for data triangulation purposes to ensure the 

trustworthiness or validity of the results. It is important that the findings of a case study are 

supported by various sources of evidence (Yin, 2014). Multiple data sources should be 

corroborated to address the same findings and describe the case under study. 

  

Context and Participants 

  

The study was conducted at Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) located in northern part of 

Malaysia. Established in 1969, it is the second oldest university in the country and one of the 

biggest Malaysian universities in terms of enrollment with about 19:1 ratio of students to 

instructor. USM started offering teacher education program in 1970 under the School of 

Education.  

The role of a designer is an important aspect to be considered in design and development 

research. In this study, I served as the instructional designer for the course. This indicated that I 

did the design and studied the process. This gave me an emic perspective (Merriam, 1998; 

Patton, 2002) on the use of the nine-step problem design process for designing problem based 

learning, which helped me achieve a deeper understanding of the design process. The course 

instructor was also involved in the design.   
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The student participants were 25 preservice teachers enrolled in the Digital Audio and 

Video course. Most of the participants were female (20 of 25) with ten Malay students, seven 

Chinese students, three Indian students, four Native Sarawak students, and one from Thailand. 

All students were in their second year of working toward a bachelor degree. The majority of 

participants (23 of 25) were pursuing a Bachelor of Education in Teaching English to Speakers 

of Other Languages (TESOL). Students in the Bachelor of Education program in TESOL were 

required to obtain a minor in multimedia. The multimedia courses were offered by the Centre for 

Instructional Technology and Multimedia. The Digital Audio and Video course is one of the 

courses that students are required to enroll in. The other two students were pursuing Bachelor of 

Education in Special Education. These two students were the only ones who indicated that they 

had experienced problem based learning approach in previous courses. 

 

Data Sources 

 

In this study, data were collected from the designer, instructor, and students. Table 1 

presents a summary of the participants, data sources, and data analysis of the study.  

Table 1: Summary of participants, data sources or instruments, and data analysis that addressed 

each research question.  

 
Research questions Participants Data Sources/Instruments Data Analysis 

(1) How did the nine-step 

problem design 

process function in 

the design of a 

problem based 

learning lesson for 

preservice teachers in 

the Malaysian 

context? 

(2) What conditions 

impacted the design 

of problem based 

learning in this 

context? 

• Instructional 

designer 

• Instructor  

• Instructional designer 

profile form 

• Instructor profile form 

• Designer log 

• WhatsApp messages 

• Facebook messages 

• Emails 

• Instructor interview  

• Descriptions of the 

instructional designer 

and instructor profile 

• Coding process (i.e. 

initial coding, 

recoding, grouping 

codes into themes) on 

designer log, extant 

data (i.e. emails 

communications and 

WhatsApp and 

Facebook messages), 

and instructor’s 

interview 
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Table 1 - continued    

Research questions Participants Data Sources/Instruments Data Analysis 

(3) What were the 

instructor’s 

perceptions towards 

the use of problem 

based learning and 

the course?  

Instructor Instructor interview  Coding process (i.e. 

initial coding, recoding, 

grouping codes into 

themes) on instructor’s 

interview  

(4) What were the 

students’ perceptions 

towards the problem 

based learning 

course?  

Preservice 

teachers  
• Student end-of-course 

survey 

• Student open-ended 

questions 

• Student interviews  

• Descriptions of student 

profile 

• Descriptive statistics 

on student end-of-

course survey 

• Created categories (i.e. 

positive experience, 

challenging 

experience, and 

suggestions for 

improvement) based 

on the open-ended 

questions. Induced 

codes from the data 

(e.g. reflection task 

and video 

competition).   

 

Designer data. Demographic data and designers’ instructional design experiences were 

collected in this study. Experiences on designing problem based learning were also collected.  

Instructor data. The instructor’s teaching experiences were collected in this study, 

which included her experience on teaching audio and video production and problem based 

learning courses. 

Extant data. Throughout this study, the instructor and I had constant communication 

with each other. Therefore, extant data, which included the email communications, WhatsApp 

messages, and Facebook messages between the instructor and I were used to triangulate designer 

data. These data provided insight on the conditions that affected the design of the problem based 

learning course.  
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Student Data. Students demographic data were collected as well as their prior learning 

experience on problem based learning courses.   

 

Instruments  

 

The following instruments were used to collect data: (1) instructional designer profile 

form, (2) designer log, (3) instructor profile form, (4) student profile data form, (5) instructor 

interview protocol, (6) student end-of-course survey, and (7) student interview protocol. 

 

 Instructional designer profile form. Instructional designer profile, which included age, 

gender, ethnicity, educational background, and design experiences were collected using the 

instructional designer profile form (Appendix A). 

 

Designer log. The design process, which included the components of the nine-step 

problem design process used, general activity, other tools or resources used, strengths and 

weakness, and reflections were documented using the designer log. The designer log was 

documented chronologically and contained personal notes and activities. (Appendix B). 

 

Instructor profile form. Instructor profile, which included age, gender, ethnicity, 

educational background, and teaching experience were collected using the instructor profile form 

(Appendix C).  

 

Student profile form. Students’ profile, which included age, gender, ethnicity, degree 

and current semester enrolled, and prior experience with problem based learning were collected 

using the student profile form (Appendix D). 
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Instructor interview protocol. The purpose of the interview was to gain the instructor’s 

perceptions on her experience designing the course and her perceptions towards problem based 

learning. The instructor interview protocol (Appendix E) was used to guide the session with 

questions such as (1) How easy or hard did you find to design this course? (2) How well do you 

think the course helps students develop an understanding of the content? (3) What would you 

suggest to improve this course?  

 

Student end-of-course survey. The student end-of-course survey included 26 questions 

on students’ perceptions toward the problem based learning course (Appendix F). It included 23 

Likert-type items (5 = strongly agree, 1 = strongly disagree) and three open-ended questions: (1) 

What did you enjoy most about this course? (2) What did you find as the most challenging 

experience during the course? (3) What do you suggest to improve the course?  

 

Student interview protocol. Student interviews were conducted to further explore 

students’ perceptions on the course and triangulate data from the end-of-lesson survey. They 

were used to gain their perceptions towards the reflection task, interaction, and video 

competition. The student interview questions (Appendix G) were used to guide the session with 

questions such as (1) How did you feel about the reflection task? (2) If you were the teacher of 

this course, what would you change?  

 

Procedures 

 

After getting the approval to conduct this study from the Florida State University’s 

Human Subjects Committee (Appendix H), my first step was a meeting with the instructor to 

obtain her informed consent (Appendix I) and asked her to complete the instructor profile form. 

Initially, I planned to design one lesson for this study. However, after several meetings with the 
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instructor, we decided to design an entire course using problem based learning. I worked closely 

with the instructor throughout the process of designing the course and materials. The instructor 

reviewed the course and materials throughout the design process to ensure that the content was 

accurate, current, and suitable for the syllabus.  All design processes were documented in the 

designer log.   

Prior to the implementation of the course, I held an introductory session with the 

students. I described my study and distributed informed consent forms (Appendix J). 

Participation in the course was required. However, participation in the study was voluntary. All 

25 students enrolled in the course agreed to participate in the study. During the implementation, 

the instructor acted as the facilitator. Students had to complete six reflection tasks and interact 

with each other on Google Docs. The instructor asked me to be the facilitator of these refection 

tasks. 

Students completed a student end-of-course survey. This survey was distributed through 

Google Form. To further explore the students’ perceptions of the course, I asked for student 

volunteers to be interviewed. A total of 18 students volunteered to be interviewed. I selected nine 

students to be interviewed based on their reflection task and interaction on Google Docs. Five of 

the students were from the same group that completed the reflection task before the due date and 

had interacted during all assigned reflection task. This group was interviewed in the same 

session. Another two students were from the same group that had problems completing the 

reflection task and interaction on Google Docs. They volunteered and I interviewed them 

together in a session. I also interviewed a male student who completed his reflection task ahead 

of time and interacted with his group members as well as with other groups on Google Docs. In 

addition, I interviewed a female student that procrastinated completing the reflection task and 
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had little interaction with her group members and no interaction with other groups on Google 

Docs. The interview sessions were guided by the student interview protocol and were conducted 

within a week after the lesson ended. The sessions lasted from 30 to 60 minutes for each session.  

My initial plan was to interview the instructor on her perceptions towards the course. But, 

since she also act as co-designer of the course, I also included questions related to the design 

phase such as how easy or hard did you find to design this course? What are the challenges that 

you faced during the design of this course?  

 

Data Analysis  

 

Profile data for the participants, the designer log and extant data, the student end-of-

course survey, and the instructor and student interviews were analyzed as described below. I 

used oTranscribe (otranscribe.com), a free web application that can be used online and offline to 

transcribe the instructor and student interviews. I also used NVivo 

(https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo), a qualitative data analysis software tool to facilitate 

the data analysis process. The themes, categories, codes, and examples of statements from the 

data can be found on Appendix K. 

 

Profile data. The profile data for the instructional designer, instructor, and students were 

described as the contextual part of the study.  

 

 Designer log and extant data. The designer log and extant data (i.e. emails 

communication, WhatsApp messages, and Facebook messages) were imported to NVivo. The 

purpose of the coding process was to answer the research questions by making sense of the data. 

I conducted an initial coding process by reading and examining the log and extant data for codes. 

Codes could refer to labels given by the researcher as an abstract representation of a 
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phenomenon (Corbin & Strauss, 2014). I used a start list of codes such as designer decisions, 

instructor decisions, problems faced, and resources during the initial coding process. I also 

induced codes from the data such as designer conduct research, designer develop materials, and 

instructor concerns. Then, I reexamined the data and codes to avoid redundancy.  

After the initial coding and reexamining the codes, I grouped similar codes into 

categories. For examples, instructor decisions, designer decisions, and designer asking instructor 

for clarification were grouped into the category of design decisions. Also, designer search for 

resources, instructor shared resources, and existing materials were grouped under materials and 

resources category. Then, I tried to make these categories meaningful by constructing theme to 

answer the research questions. These themes were related to the conditions affecting the design 

of the problem based learning course.  

 

Instructor interview. The instructor’s interview transcript was imported to NVivo. The 

transcript was analyzed to describe her design experience and perceptions towards problem 

based learning. I used the same coding process (i.e. initial coding, recoding, and grouping codes 

into themes) to analyze instructor’s interview transcript. Some of the codes were challenges, 

perceptions, and suggestions. Instructor’s statements on her design experience were used to 

triangulate the designer log and extant data. 

 

Student end-of-course survey. I downloaded students’ responses from Google Form and 

conducted basic descriptive analysis on Microsoft Excel. 

 

Student open-ended questions. I imported students’ responses on the open-ended 

questions to NVivo. Then, I created categories based on the open-ended questions to analyze 

their responses. For instance, challenging experience was the category for the question on “What 
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did you find the most challenging experience during the course?” Other categories were positive 

experience and suggestions for improvement. Codes were induced from the data such as video 

competition, reflection task, and team work. These categories were analyzed and resulted in 

themes related to the student challenges and improving the reflection task. I also counted how 

many students agreed in relation with the themes related to student perceptions. 

 

Student interviews. Student interviews’ transcripts were imported to NVivo. I applied 

the same categories used for the open-ended questions to analyze students’ interview. Data from 

student interviews were used to triangulate students’ responses on the survey and open-ended 

questions.   

 

Trustworthiness 

 

Trustworthiness is concerned with the ability of qualitative researcher or naturalistic 

inquirer to persuade readers that the findings, interpretation, or the case study being reported are 

the truth and worth taking account of (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). There are four criteria for 

establishing trustworthiness within naturalistic inquiry, which are credibility, transferability, 

dependability, and confirmability (Denzin, 1978).  

 

Credibility. Credibility or internal validity relates to “…the question of how research 

findings match reality (Merriam, 2009; p. 213). There are several techniques to address 

credibility. Triangulation is one of the techniques to increase the probability that credible 

findings and interpretation will be produced. In this study, multiple data sources or triangulation 

of sources were applied to discuss the findings and interpretation. Furthermore, I applied a well-

established research method, which is another approach to address credibility (Shenton, 2004). 

This study was a design and development research that employed a case study method. Another 
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technique is frequent debriefing sessions (Shenton, 2004). Throughout this study, I consulted my 

advisor for advice and alternative perspective towards the case study. My advisor is an expert in 

design and development research that provided feedback on progress and problems faced during 

the study. Finally, I was familiar with the culture of the setting being studied. This is also an 

approach to establish credibility (Shenton, 2004). Prior to this study, I worked as a graduate 

research assistant at the Centre for Instructional Technology and Multimedia for three years. 

During this study, I was a participant observer and able to build a good rapport with the 

participants.  

 

Transferability. Transferability refers to the extent that the findings of a study can be 

applied in another study or context (Merriam, 2009). In naturalistic inquiry, thick description 

could enable other researchers and readers to judge whether the findings and interpretation can 

be transferred to another study or context (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). It is important to note that 

“findings are not part of the thick description, although they must be interpreted in terms of the 

factors thickly described” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; p. 125). Therefore, the thick description must 

include the widest possible range of information for the reader and other researchers to make 

transferability judgement. This information could include specific and relevant description of 

sights, sounds, location, interactions among the participants or with the researcher, researcher’s 

experience, feeling, and action (Denzin, 1989; Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen, 1993; 

Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In this study, thick description was provided on the context of designing 

the problem based learning course. The sufficient details of the context could be used by readers 

to determine the transferability of this study on other setting.  
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Dependability. Dependability or reliability is concerned with the replication of the study 

with the same or similar participants and context will yield the same or similar findings (Lincoln 

& Guba, 1985). Descriptions on the procedures, data sources, and instruments of this study 

allows other researchers to repeat or replicate this study on other setting.  

 

Confirmability. Confirmability or objectivity refers to the degree that the findings are 

based on the data and not by the researcher’s biases (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This does not 

indicate that there will be no biases. Triangulation of sources reduces researchers’ biases. 

Therefore, multiple data sources were used in this study to promote confirmability. Moreover, 

details on data analysis and the description of themes, categories, codes, and examples from the 

data that can be found on Appendix K allows readers to judge how the results emerged from the 

data. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

RESULTS  

 

 
The results below address the following research questions: (1) How did the nine-step 

problem design process function in the design of problem based learning for preservice teachers 

in Malaysia? (2) What conditions impacted the design of problem based learning in this context? 

(3) What were the instructor’s perceptions towards the use of problem based learning and the 

course? (4) What were the students’ perceptions towards the problem based learning course? 

Below, I describe the context of this design and development research study and the 

characteristics of the designer and the instructor responsible for designing the problem based 

learning course. This is followed by a presentation of the findings related to each research 

question.  

 

Context of the Study 

 

My initial plan was to follow the nine-step problem design process proposed by Hung 

(2009) to develop a single lesson for preservice teachers in Malaysia. This would allow me to 

document the design process to determine how it functioned in this context. Early in November 

2016, I contacted an instructor working at the Universiti Sains Malaysia through email to ask 

permission to conduct my study in one of her courses. I briefly explained that I wanted to apply 

problem based learning to design a lesson. She agreed to participate and proposed two of her 

courses that might be suitable for my study. However, she wanted to know more about the study 

and the problem based learning strategy that would be implemented. Therefore, I emailed her a 

summary of my research study and attached a copy of my prospectus. In this email, I informed 

her of my intention to use the nine-step problem design process to develop a lesson. With this 
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information, she suggested that I use her Digital Audio and Video Production course since the 

problem could be applied to a video project. Towards the end of November, we started 

exchanging ideas and learning materials such as online courses on Udemy and Lynda.com as 

well as journal articles about audio and video production. During our first face-to-face meeting 

in early January 2017, I informed her again of my intention to use the nine-step problem design 

process to design a lesson. However, in early February 2017, we decided that rather than 

designing a single lesson, I would assist her to design the course using problem based learning. 

We also decided that the problem would relate to the final course project – the creation of a 

video for promotional purposes. 

The course was implemented in a computer laboratory located at the Centre for 

Instructional Technology and Multimedia, Universiti Sains Malaysia. There is an instructor’s 

desk with a desktop computer and thirty seats where students have access to a desktop computer 

with headphones. The computer laboratory is also equipped with two flat screen televisions, a 

projector, a white screen to project on, and a transparent board for writing in front of the 

computer laboratory. Although the course was offered face-to-face, the instructor encouraged 

students to interact on Google Docs to complete reflection tasks. During implementation, the 

instructor acted as the course facilitator. The instructor asked me to monitor students’ interaction 

on Google Docs.  

 

Designer Characteristics 

 

Researchers often serve as the designer in a design and development study (Richey & 

Klein, 2007). I served in both roles during this research project. I am a female teacher with a 

Master’s degree in Educational Technology and a Bachelor of Science degree in Education. I 

have less than a year of teaching experience, having taught Science, Biology, and Chemistry in 
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high School. Usually, I designed and developed classes based on Gagné’s nine events of 

instruction, which had to be aligned with the syllabus acquired from the Ministry of Education 

Malaysia. It was a requirement for teachers to follow the syllabus provided by the Ministry. I had 

no previous experience designing problem based learning, but as a researcher and teacher, I am 

interested in problem based learning as an approach to facilitate students’ problem-solving skills.  

Furthermore, I am currently a doctoral candidate in the Instructional Systems and Learning 

Technologies program at Florida State University. While a doctoral student, I designed and 

developed a virtual learning environment that was problem-centered and a self-contained lesson 

about problem based learning. I also participated in a design competition, where my colleague 

and I designed a solution for a performance improvement problem. In addition, I have been a 

student in courses that applied case-based, scenario-based, project-based learning approaches.  

 

Instructor Characteristics 

 

The instructor holds a doctoral degree in Educational Technology and a master’s degree 

in Instructional Multimedia. While a graduate student, she enrolled in courses such as 

Instructional Design and Delivery and Multimedia Based Instructional Design. For her doctoral 

dissertation, she investigated the influence of scaffolding on students’ critical thinking. She 

designed and developed the intervention, which was a scenario-based learning course on 

Multimedia Development (Abdul Rabu, 2015). She has nine years of experience as an instructor 

in higher education, responsible for designing, implementing, and evaluating courses in 

information systems and instructional design. Over the last three years, she has started to apply 

student-centered approaches. She has used question prompts to actively engage students and 

applied a gamification approach with game mechanics such as badges, leaderboards, level points, 
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and experience points. The instructor had no previous experience teaching a course on audio and 

video production although she enrolled in a similar course during her master’s degree. 

 

Course Description  

 

The Digital Audio and Video Production course was offered by the Centre for 

Instructional Technology and Multimedia, Universiti Sains Malaysia. It was implemented over a 

fourteen-week semester during the spring of 2017; it started on 2nd February 2017 and ended on 

24th May 2017. Students were required to compile their work into a final video product. The 

course objectives, developed by the instructor were (1) critically evaluate and analyze the 

application of theoretical perspectives and multimedia principles integrated in a few videos 

provided, (2) demonstrate knowledge of three distinct stages of video production process 

including pre-production, production, and post-production, (3) demonstrate the principles and 

techniques of digital audio and video production, (4) evaluate the use of technology and issues 

associated with audio and video production, (5) use critical thinking and creative thinking skills 

to plan and conduct research, manage projects, solve problems, and make informed decisions 

associated with audio and video production using appropriate tools and resources, and (6) utilize 

various video editing techniques for video post-production and prepare final video product for 

distribution for education as well as commercial purposes.  

 

Design Phase 

 

I kept a designer log to document the design process. I was in constant contact with the 

instructor during the design phase through face-to-face meetings, emails, Facebook, and 

WhatsApp messages. At the end of the course, I also interviewed the instructor to gain her 
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perceptions on the design phase of this study. These artifacts were used to determine how the 

nine-step problem design process proposed by Hung (2009) functioned in this context.   

After the initial face-to-face meeting with the instructor in early January, my plan was to 

apply Step 1: set goals and objectives, Step 2: conduct content analysis, Step 3: analyze context 

specifications, and Step 4: generate the problem. However, I could not complete these steps until 

the instructor finalized the course syllabus. She provided the syllabus to me three weeks after our 

first meeting. It included the goals and objectives of the course. The primary goal of the course 

was “to serve as a foundation for further exploration in digital video artwork and storytelling for 

educational as well as commercial purposes and to compile work into a final video product” 

based on the course syllabus. I revised this goal to “Given a problem, TESOL students will apply 

their knowledge of audio and video production by producing a good quality video based on a 

rubric.” However, I later realized that the instructor had finalized the syllabus and that the goals 

and objectives could not be changed. 

During our second face-to-face meeting, I asked the instructor about her students’ 

problem-solving and self-directed learning skills. Hung (2009) proposed that learning objectives 

should be developed based on students’ current cognitive readiness and capabilities as well as 

their experience with problem based learning. The instructor indicated that students might lack 

experience using problem based learning and that their commitments to other courses and to 

required extra-curricular activities might limit self-directed learning. She also estimated that 60% 

of her students would have good problem-solving and self-directed learning skills. I thought that 

this information may not be accurate and that a learner analysis should be conducted before 

setting objectives for problem solving and self-directed learning skills. I wrote in my designer 

log, “Maybe a step of analyzing learners should be included to know and consider their problem 
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solving and self-directed learning skills. Maybe a survey or something should be used instead of 

just asking the instructor of the course.” 

The second step in the problem design process is to conduct content or task analysis by 

identifying the facts, concepts, principles, or procedures required to solve the problem (Hung, 

2009). I studied learning materials that the instructor provided and conducted research to gain 

knowledge on video production. From these activities, I found some information such as video 

production lessons from the Internet. I used an online application called Lucid Chart 

(https://www.lucidchart.com) to identify the topics that I deemed to be important for video 

production (i.e. equipment, production phases, script writing, video shooting techniques, audio, 

and editing). However, I could not identify the facts, concepts, principles, and procedures 

required for video production. I wrote the following in my designer log - “Should I conduct a 

content analysis on the whole course or just the topic that would apply problem based learning?” 

I also wrote about my difficulties - “It was hard for me to conduct the content analysis since I 

was not an expert on video production. Even though I studied the topics, referred to the materials 

that the instructor provided, it was still hard. I’m not sure what is important. I believe it will 

come back to the syllabus that the instructor will provide because although I proposed the 

content, in the end, it’s the instructor who has the authority on the content of the course.”  

Steps 3 and 4 in the nine-step problem design process are to analyze context 

specifications and select or generate the problem. Hung (2009) proposed that suitable problems 

are situated in learners’ professional settings and that designers should search for a pool of real-

life problems within that context. Early in the design phase (when I thought I was going to 

design a problem for single lesson) I wrote two problems related to the student’s future work 

context – teaching English in a Malaysian high school (Appendix L). I proposed these problems 
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to the instructor at our second face-to-face meeting. Based on her experience teaching pre-

service teachers, she said that producing a video related to the curriculum would not be appealing 

and motivating for students. She was also concerned that that the problems would only be 

appropriate for one lesson and would be insufficient to create problem based learning. 

During our third meeting in early February, we decided that I would develop the problem 

scenario to be used for the final video project. I believed that designing a problem for the final 

project would ensure that the problem would be ill-structured and suitable for a problem based 

course. In an attempt to follow Steps 3 and 4 again, I met with a professor from the Centre for 

Instructional Technology and Multimedia to get his opinion regarding the problem and its 

context. He had more than 20 years of experience teaching audio and video production at both 

the undergraduate and graduate level; he taught the course many times before the current 

instructor was assigned to teach it. The professor indicated that I should design a problem that 

would enable students to apply their skills gained from the course; a problem that would be used 

for the final video project. He suggested that I use the theme of sustainability for the final video 

project since he had used it in his prior graduate course on audio and video production. 

Nevertheless, the instructor and I were hesitant to use the theme of sustainability for the video 

competition. We had met a graduate student that previously took audio and video production and 

she shared that her group had a hard time understanding the theme of sustainability.  

Regarding the final project, I was inspired in early February to design a video 

competition problem when I came across an advertisement for a multimedia video competition 

on a local newspaper (Appendix M). I proposed my idea to the instructor and she agreed because 

she believed that a video competition would motivate her students. Based on the advertisement, 

the multimedia video competition provided a website that contained important information 
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(http://www.utusan.com.my/mulvec). Therefore, I decided to present the problem statement, 

rules and guidelines, and resources on a blog, which was completed in early March 

(http://usmvicom.blogspot.my/). The instructor and I worked together to make the video 

competition as realistic and interesting as possible for the students.  We selected several themes 

that were familiar to Universiti Sains Malaysia’s students: (1) Accelerated Program for 

Excellence (APEX), (2) University in a Garden, (3) Healthy Campus, and (4) I Love Universiti 

Sains Malaysia (USM). These themes were unique to Universiti Sains Malaysia. For example, 

Universiti Sains Malaysia is the only local university that was granted the APEX award by the 

Malaysian Higher Education Ministry. We decided that the students would produce a 

promotional video for Universiti Sains Malaysia based on the themes. The final problem that I 

generated can be found in Appendix N. 

Step 5 in the nine-step design process is to conduct a problem affordance analysis. Hung 

(2009) recommended that designers should construct a full description of the problem that 

includes “…the current and goal state of the problem, known key variables, unknown variables 

(missing links), context description, the most viable reasoning path and solution (or the known 

reasoning path and solution if this problem has been solved), and any alternatives to all of the 

above elements” (p. 125). I addressed parts of Step 5 after the instructor and I decided that the 

problem would be for the final video project. I constructed a description of the problem by 

including details about the goal (i.e. to be able to produce a video), known key variables (i.e. the 

themes for the video competition), unknown key variables (i.e. how to convey the themes 

through video), and context description (i.e. students at Universiti Sains Malaysia). I also 

included a description of students’ reflection task at the end of the problem statement. However, 

I did not include the most viable reasoning path to the solution or the alternative solutions to the 
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problem. Hung (2009) gave an example of how to complete Step 5 for a problem related to 5th 

grade students learning algebra. In the designer log I wrote, “…maybe it was easier to construct 

the solution path for mathematics because it was kind of well-structured. It was hard for me to 

think about the possible solutions for the students’ final video. So many things to consider - the 

shots, the techniques, the lighting, the storyline? It would depend on students’ creativity.” 

I did not complete Step 6: conduct correspondence analysis or Step 7: conduct calibration 

processes because I felt that these steps were too complex, I wrote in my designer log, “Instead 

of Step 6 and Step 7, I would prefer a table that can be used by designer and teachers to justify 

the full description of the problem and adhere to problem based learning characteristics or the 

3C3R model.” I believed that the table could be used by subject matter experts to verify that the 

content was suitable for problem based learning and during formative evaluation. I did generate a 

design document and shared it with the instructor. I learned about creating design document in 

EME 6925: Advanced Instructional Design and Development, a required course in my doctoral 

program. I thought it was a good idea to showcase the alignment between objectives, instruction, 

and practice for the topics. It contained the topic, learning objectives, appropriate learning 

resources, a plan for students’ activities and tasks, and example questions aligned with the 

learning objectives (Appendix O). Furthermore, the design document included my ideas on how 

the problem-based activities would be conducted. I proposed that students would (1) work in 

groups to discuss given questions and tasks (2) individually read and annotate the learning 

resources using KAMI (a cloud-based and Google Chrome extension that allows students to 

annotate online PDF), and (3) regroup and discuss their solutions. Then, the task would be 

debriefed by the instructor and students would individually write a reflection on Google Docs.  
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Step 8 in the nine-step problem design process is to construct a reflection component. 

Hung (2009) indicates that reflection could be a formative (e.g. journal writing) or summative 

(e.g. writing a final report). He further added that objectives related to students’ self-directed 

learning skills should guide decisions about reflection activities. I decided to focus on helping 

the instructor design the reflection component because it is an important element of problem 

based learning (Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Hung, Jonassen, & Liu, 2008). We discussed the reflection 

component several times during the design phase; we conferred about the questions and selected 

the appropriate existing learning resources for the students to refer to. However, the instructor 

made the final decision about how the questions for the reflection task as she had more 

experience on video production than me.  

We collaborated to develop formative reflections but we did not have self-directed 

learning objectives to guide us. We decided to construct six reflection tasks to accommodate the 

six big topics based on the syllabus: (1) video production, (2) equipment and technology in video 

production, (3) video shooting tips and techniques: part 1, (4) video shooting tips and techniques: 

part 2, (5) working with video project, and (6) understanding and using audio and lighting in 

video production.  The reflection tasks were questions or prompts that stimulated discussion on 

Google Docs. Group members begin by delegating questions for the reflection task. Then, 

students accessed learning materials (e.g. videos, e-books, and lecture notes) and individually 

write summaries and reflections on Google Docs. Next, students read their group mates’ 

summaries and reflections and give comments using Google Docs to improve each other’s’ 

summaries and reflections. The instructor decided to scaffold students’ reflection writing by 

telling them to discuss their thoughts, experiences, opinions, or to convey new information about 
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the topic. She also decided to transform the reflection tasks into an animated presentation by 

using the BranchTrack software to make them appealing for the students. 

The final step in the nine-step problem design process is to examine the inter-supporting 

relationships of 3C3R components. Hung (2009) indicated that these components are 

complementary not independent of each other. He suggested that a designer should construct a 

table showing the relationships among the content, context, connection, researching, reasoning, 

and reflection components of the 3C3R model. I was not able to examine inter-supporting 

relationships because I did not fully implement Steps 5, 6, and 7 (see above). It was also difficult 

for me to understand the relationship between the nine-step problem design process and the 

3C3R model components based on the examples given by Hung (2009).  

 

Conditions Impacting Design  

 

Analyses of the designer log, notes from face-to-face meetings, emails, Facebook and 

WhatsApp messages, and the instructor interview revealed some themes on the conditions that 

impacted the use of the nine-step problem design process proposed by Hung (2009). 

 

Decision-making. During the design phase, the instructor made most decisions, which 

indicated that she had the decision-making power as the client and lead designer of the course. 

Her decisions were categorized into decisions made on the course implementation, reflection 

tasks, video competition, and other things such as developing a final exam. As for decisions 

made on the reflection tasks, she wanted students to write reflection on Google Docs and use the 

comment tool on Google Docs to interact. During the interview, she stated that “…to fulfil the 

approach, you know student centered or PBL, I decided to apply a collaborative learning strategy 

using a cloud-based platform, that is Google Docs. So, students were triggered by reflective 
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prompts and they were required to write summaries and reflections for each of the reflective 

prompts provided.” Moreover, she made the decision to have five students in each group and told 

me during our third meeting. She also made the decision on using Schoology, a learning 

management system platform to distribute learning materials in which she described during her 

interview that “…they were provided with structured resources…for their reference…so that 

they can compare and contrast the information from various sources.”  

Since the instructor had the decision-making power as the client and lead designer of the 

course, I had to discuss my ideas with her before making design decisions. For example, from 

our Facebook messages, I asked her for clarification on the questions for the reflection task. My 

questions were “...I need to create questions/prompts for the six lectures right? Did I understand 

what you want correctly?” I also noted that I needed the instructor’s approval to start designing 

as I wrote in my designer log “Since we haven’t decided on which topic to implement PBL, I 

don’t want to further use the nine-step problem design process yet. I believe I need to decide the 

topic with the instructor first.” I also asked her that “For the final assignment problem, are we 

going to use sustainability topic?” before designing the problem.  

On another note, I wrote on my designer log that “In real life or in the context of the 

implementation, it was hard to follow the steps because sometimes it depends on the client or 

instructor. The instructor asked for the student activities first…then asked about the reflection…” 

This suggested that I had difficulties following the linear, step-by-step process proposed by Hung 

(2009) because my design context was dynamic and non-linear. The instructor had different 

needs during course design; she wanted to know more about student activities, which does not 

align with the nine-step problem design process.  
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Existing materials and other resources. The design of the course was limited by the 

syllabus. I wrote on my log “I believed I need the real syllabus to decide which topic or content 

will be suitable to implement PBL.” During the instructor interview, she also shared her struggle 

to fulfil the syllabus by saying that “…I was not sure what would be the best approach to balance 

out between the number of prompts assigned…as to cover the syllabus…and to make sure that 

fruitful interactions happened among group members.” She later added that “According to the 

syllabus provided to me…I was unsure and undecided how to balance out between the syllabus 

and hands-on practice.” As for the content of the course, the instructor and I used the materials 

that she posted on Schoology. We organized and assigned appropriate materials for the reflection 

task. For example, in my designer log, I wrote “The camera (chapter 6) p. 78 – 109 for types and 

accessories.” This was one of the many learning materials that were provided to students to 

complete the reflection task.   

Furthermore, the instructor and I used other resources to understand problem based 

learning. For examples, the instructor shared articles on essential readings in problem based 

learning and design features of problem based learning through Facebook messages. I also 

shared a journal article (Hakkarainen, 2011) on how a video production course was conducted 

using problem based learning. In regard of reflection task, the instructor shared sample exercise 

for critical reflection and examples of scenarios and reflection task 

(https://authoringsystemblog.wordpress.com/) on Facebook messages. Other than that, I 

conducted research on the Internet for the video competition. I found several promotional video 

examples and resources regarding the themes (e.g. https://youtu.be/25do0SNqk5I). I later 

uploaded these resources on the video competition blog.  
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Lack of knowledge and experience. The instructor and I lacked knowledge and 

experience on how to design a problem based learning course. The instructor shared during her 

interview that “As this is my first time teaching this course, yes, it was quite hard to design the 

problem-solving strategy for this course…A lot of preparations, effort…” The instructor and I 

also had misunderstandings on what problem based learning is. During our earlier emails, the 

instructor shared a link on preparing teachers for project-based learning, in which I was 

encouraged to ask about her understanding of problem based learning. She shared that “I’m still 

confused between problem and project-based learning…” and during the interview, she stated 

that “I think…only the terms were different. But, the implementation of the strategy is the same.” 

As for me, I wrote in my designer log “I think there’s a misconception between PBL and project-

based learning...I searched on this, but didn’t have a clear-cut difference.” Finally, as a novice 

instructional designer, I felt the need for subject matter expert involvement during the design 

process since it was the instructor’s first time teaching the Digital Audio and Video Production 

course. 

 

Unclear information. I had problems following the nine-steps due to the inadequate 

information provided to guide the design process. Hung (2009) provided statements like ‘with 

moderate-to-aggressive assistance’ and ‘with aggressive assistance.’ I wrote, “I don’t understand 

what is moderate or aggressive? What type or how moderate or aggressive assistance should look 

like?” Moreover, although the example provided by Hung (2009) was helpful, the example 

problem was targeted for 5th grade students learning Mathematics. Since I was designing a 

problem for pre-service teachers, I had trouble applying his example in my design context.  
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Time. Time was another condition that affected the design. The instructor and I decided 

that we would design the entire course together in early February but the course implementation 

started in middle of February. Therefore, we needed to hurry and complete the design of the 

reflection tasks. This included aligning the existing materials to the topics and reflection 

questions. The instructor noted during the interview that “It was very time consuming to search 

for varieties and multiple specific resources for each particular prompt...for students references.” 

The instructor also shared that “I also decided to transform the prompts into Branch Track…an 

interactive video-based scenario platform to make it more appealing for the students. These 

processes were once again very time consuming.” Then, the instructor and I need to complete the 

blog for the video competition, which consisted of the problem statement, the video competition 

poster, themes, resources, video examples, rules and guidelines, and a student guide on problem 

based learning. Moreover, the instructor and I need to adjust our meetings with her tight 

schedule. From the WhatsApp and Facebook messages, she shared that she was busy with 

meetings as she also taught a course for the School of Educational Studies. She was also on a 

committee of an international event (The 2017 International Online Essay Competition: 

http://vcle.my/essay2017/) hosted by the Centre that need much of her commitment.  

 

Instructor Perceptions 

 

Analyses of data from the instructor interview revealed her perceptions toward problem 

based learning and her suggestions for how to improve the course. In general, the instructor 

expressed positive perceptions towards the course. She believed that it helped her students 

develop their understanding of the content stating that “They were active learners, active in class 

and online. They constructed knowledge by themselves because they were able to take 

charge…responsible of their own learning.” The instructor was satisfied with students’ 
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achievement. She mentioned that “…they had produced outstanding video and [a] majority of 

them scored grade A and A- during the final examination.” The instructor was also interested to 

apply problem based learning in the future. She stated “…because I do not have to lecture for 

two hours. This approach encourages students to actively think critically…I think peer 

interaction also promotes exchange of ideas and facts among group members.” She also added 

that “Well, I think this approach would be useful for other subjects…provided that instructors are 

willing to put their effort in creatively design[ing] the approach.” 

The instructor also felt that the course could be improved. She wanted to improve the 

guidelines for students’ reflection tasks and interaction stating that “I also think I will include 

more explicit guidelines in terms of how students should interact and reflect on their learning, so 

that they could engage with more quality or higher levels of reflection.” She later added that 

“Maybe I need to set minimum post required to make sure that students actively interact with 

their friends.” The instructor also felt the need to improve her role as the facilitator. She 

mentioned that “I think I should provide continuous feedback and scaffolding to students’ 

summary and reflective writing.” She suggested that “…I strongly believe that feedbacks and 

scaffolding from subject matter expert or even video professionals would improve students’ 

summary and reflective writing” 

Furthermore, the instructor suggested the design of continuous hands-on activities for 

students to apply their knowledge and skills. She mentioned that “I think I need to apply more 

practical sessions so that students could apply what they learn continuously, not only towards the 

end of semester…you know…by producing the video project.” The instructor also felt that more 

hands-on sessions on handling camera and video editing software were needed, although she was 

required to follow the syllabus. She shared that “According to the syllabus provided to me, the 
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practical part, four-hour lecture, hands-on activity using Adobe Premiere…were scheduled 

during Week 9…I would prefer to conduct the hands-on lecture on how to handle video cameras 

and using the Premiere Pro at the beginning of the course, so that students can produce more 

high-quality videos…” 

 

Student Perceptions 

 

The results of the student end-of-course survey are provided in Table 2. Students agreed 

that they learned a lot in this course (M = 4.73, SD = 0.45), liked the course more than a lecture-

based course (M = 4.12, SD = 0.71), and would like to participate in a problem based learning 

course again (M = 4.00, SD = 0.69). Furthermore, the students agreed that the course provided 

opportunities to practice self-directed learning skills (M = 4.54, SD = 0.71) and problem-solving 

skills (M = 4.58, SD = 0.58).  In regard to the video competition project, the students found it 

interesting (M = 4.50, SD = 0.58) and motivating (M = 4.50, SD = 0.65). They also agreed that 

that the video competition project contained sufficient information for their group to get started 

(M = 4.31, SD = 0.55) and to conduct self-directed research activities (M = 4.23, SD = 0.55). 

While students agreed that the reflection tasks increased their understanding about audio and 

video production (M = 4.23, SD = 0.55) they were neutral when responding to the item - I like 

completing the reflection tasks (M = 3.35, SD = 0.98).  

While students found the video competition interesting and motivating, 14 out of 25 

students responded to open-ended survey questions that completing the video competition was 

the most challenging experience in this course. Students had problems during the production 

phase of the video competition. One student responded that “Challenging in terms of we don’t 

really shoot like in the storyboard but we try so hard to make is same like we’ve planned.” 

Another student shared her experience during the production of the video competition “To shoot 
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the video for our competition, we took multiple shots. Restart, rewind, redo…To get the nice 

shots…The weather forecast that it’ll be sunny but it is raining instead” During the students’ 

interview, two interviewees shared that “I think the hardest part in our video shooting was when 

we try to shoot the POV [point of view shot] bicycle…my god.” “It was tiring…with less 

equipment…just trolley…” Another interviewee stated that “very hard in the production 

part…sometime, we can’t shoot the things we really want because sometime if we shoot for 

outside, maybe the view is not good.”  

Students also faced problems during the post-production phase of the video competition. 

A student stated that the “Most challenging part is the post editing part. Need to adjust the 

presets, lighting that’s uneven during the shoot. The rendering part takes hour that my computer 

almost wants to give away its life, I think.” Another student responded “…creating and editing a 

video is very hard. In addition, none of us had the experience of editing video using software 

such as After Effect…However, for us we only had limited time to understand everything.” 

Another student shared a similar experience that “Editing for me was the most difficult because 

not all of us know how to edit and all of us have never use Adobe Premiere...” An interviewee 

also shared that “I think we had difficulty understanding the After Effects [video editing 

software].” 

In addition, I found that only one group had problems related to their team work. Being 

the instructor that facilitated students’ online interaction, I observed that this group had no 

interaction during the last reflection task. From the open-ended questions, two group members 

shared their frustration on their group’s team work as the most challenging experience in this 

course. One of the student stated that “Everyone of us are busy but not all of us are able to find 

time to do work together…I don’t know what happened to my other group members, I tried to 
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involve them into discussion and the work distribution but I still find it is hard…We failed in the 

cooperation part, we totally failed. Less communication led to misunderstanding [which] led to 

less inspiration and less motivation too.” A member of this group shared that “The most 

challenging experience would be to get the whole group moving as a team. In our group, 

everyone seems to be more occupied with their own schedule…For those who were unable to 

attend the video shooting process, they were given the post production stage to handle – but still 

– their unavailability to be contacted inevitably left their work to be handled by us…” 

During the interview, a student shared that “So, some of my group mates, said that 

[TESOL majors] don’t like multimedia…they dislike multimedia as their minor. So, I think 

maybe they didn’t do anything.” Another interviewee shared that “I think first, it’s because of 

different class schedules, so different commitments. And the second, like you mentioned, they 

maybe thought me and E who are better doing this sort of stuff [multimedia]…two course mates 

of mine, C and R…[thought] they are quiet good, so let’s just leave it to them…I think they 

didn’t really perform their duties in the end because I can see that most documentation are done 

by E.”  

The Likert-type item - I liked completing the reflection tasks - had the lowest mean than 

other items on students’ end-of-course survey. In addition, 14 out of 25 students suggested that 

the reflection task should be improved. For example, a student indicated on the open-ended 

survey item that “As for the reflection task, they should be reduced to one or three reflections. 

Reflections should be done for really important topics only.” Another student mentioned that “I 

would suggest having more hands-on tasks instead of having reflection every week.” An 

interviewee shared that “Maybe you could lessen the reflection task…and like emphasize more 
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on the practical…more on skills.” Another interviewee said that “maybe one whole reflection for 

the whole semester…at the end … no need [for] reflection.”  

Students were required to submit reflection tasks 1 to 4 at the middle of the semester and 

the rest of the reflection tasks 3 to 6 at the end of the semester. However, students suggested 

having a due date for each task. From students’ responses on the open-ended question, a student 

stated that “…it probably a good thing to put due date at the end of the week for each summary 

and reflection. This might be a little bit pressuring but I think that this is the only way to make 

sure students didn’t delay their job.” Another student shared that “…I think the deadline for each 

reflection should be given only 7 days to finish because most of us procrastinate…” An 

interviewee also suggested that “…I think it’s better to do this week assignment and next week 

due date because if we have six assignments which mean we have six due dates. It’s better than 

six assignments on one due date and then they will do it before due date for six assignments. It’s 

more pressure I think.” 

Table 2: Results from student end-of-course survey  

 

NO. Item Mean SD 

1 I have learned a lot in this course 4.73 0.45 

2 I liked this course more than a course using lectures 4.12 0.71 

3 I would like to participate in a collaborative problem-solving 

course again  

4.00 0.69 

4 The course provided useful resources on audio and video 

production  

4.69 0.47 

5 The course provided opportunities to search for additional 

learning resources  

4.69 0.55 

6 The course provided opportunities to practices self-directed 

learning skills  

4.54 0.71 

7 The course provided opportunities to practice problem solving 

skills through completing the video competition project  

4.58 0.58 

8 The course provided opportunities to gain knowledge through 

group interaction on Google Docs  

3.96 0.87 

9 The content of this course was easy to understand  3.54 1.10 

10 The content of this course is valuable for my future profession 

as a teacher  

3.81 0.98 
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Table 2 - continued 

NO. Item Mean SD 

11 I found the video competition project is interesting  4.50 0.58 

12 The video competition project increased my motivation to 

learn audio and video production  

4.50 0.65 

13 The video competition project contained sufficient 

information to get my group started  

4.31 0.55 

14 The video competition project contained necessary 

information to conduct self-directed research activities  

4.23 0.55 

15 There was enough time for my group to complete the video 

competition  

3.77 0.95 

16 I liked completing the reflection tasks 3.35 0.98 

17 The reflection tasks increased my understanding about audio 

and video production  

4.23 0.76 

18 The reflection tasks contained sufficient resources for me to 

reflect on my learning  

4.19 0.57 

19 The reflection tasks contained necessary information to 

conduct self-directed research activities  

4.31 0.68 

20 There was enough time for my group to complete the 

reflection tasks  

4.04 0.87 

21 I liked the interaction on Google Docs  3.77 1.14 

22 I thought the interaction on Google Docs were helpful on my 

learning  

3.85 0.97 

23 I am confident that I will pass the final exam of this course  4.08 0.69  

Note: 5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

DISCUSSION 
 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the use of nine-step problem design process 

(Hung, 2009) to design a problem based learning course for preservice teachers in Malaysia. I used 

a case study approach to conduct design and development research and served as both the 

investigator and co-designer (Richey & Klein, 2007). Various data sources were used such as a 

designer log, extant data, surveys, and interviews to answer the following questions: 

1. How did the nine-step problem design process function in the design of problem based 

learning for preservice teachers in the Malaysian context? 

2. What conditions impacted the design of problem based learning in this context? 

3. What were the instructor’s perceptions towards the use of problem based learning and the 

course?  

4. What were the perceptions of the students towards the problem based learning course? 

In this chapter, I discuss my results using suggestions provided by Richey and Klein (2007) 

on how to interpret design and development research findings. I also discuss implications of 

findings, study limitations, and suggestions for future research. 

 

Interpreting Design and Development Research Findings  

 

Richey and Klein (2007) suggested several questions that a design and development 

researcher can use to interpret findings from a model use study. These include: (1) Was the model 

suitable to design the intervention in the context of the study? (2) Were all the necessary steps 

included and in the right order? (3) What conditions promote the successful use of the model? (4) 

Was the intervention resulting from following the model interesting? As noted by Richey and 
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Klein (2007) “context is as critical a part of many design and development studies as it is critical 

to ID projects themselves” (p.102). Therefore, I interpret my findings in a specific setting – the co-

design of a problem based learning course in the context of Malaysian teacher education. 

 

The use of the nine-step problem design process. The instructor and I co-designed the 

course to address the characteristics of problem based learning (Barrows, 1996; Hmelo-Silver, 

2004; Hung, Jonassen, & Liu, 2008; Savery, 2006). We created an authentic, ill-structured problem 

using themes relevant to the setting and students. We selected appropriate learning resources for 

the students to use to solve the problem. We developed reflection tasks aligned with topics listed 

on the course syllabus and required students to collaborate during reflection.  

The nine-step problem design process was somewhat suitable in the context of my study. 

For example, Hung (2009) proposed that appropriate problems are situated in a professional setting 

and that designers should search for a pool of real-life problems within that context. Following his 

suggestions, I generated two problems related to the students’ future work context – teaching 

English in a Malaysian high school. However, the instructor felt that these problems wouldn’t be 

interesting to students, so I developed a third problem – a video competition using themes familiar 

to students at the Universiti Sains Malaysia. I analyzed context specifications (Step 3) and 

generated the problem (Step 4) when coming up with all three of these problems. 

Furthermore, students were required to complete six reflection tasks. Hung (20017) 

proposed constructing the reflecting component (Step 8), after several other design tasks are 

completed. However, I developed the reflection tasks early in the design phase at the request of 

the instructor. We discussed the reflection component several times during the design phase; we 

conferred about the questions and selected appropriate resources and tools for the students to use 

during reflection. However, the instructor made the final decision about questions for the reflection 
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tasks. Hung (2007) also indicated that reflection should include debriefing by a facilitator. I served 

as the facilitator during reflection tasks at the request of the instructor. However, debriefing of the 

problem did not occur at the end of the course.  

It was difficult for me to follow the nine-step problem design process due to my limited 

experience using the model. The instructor and I also lacked expertise designing problem based 

learning and had limited knowledge of the subject matter. Ertmer et al.  (2009) suggest that expert 

and novice instructional designers approach their work differently; expert designers use a blend of 

knowledge and experience and apply a mental model of design processes to find solutions for their 

design challenges Perez, Johnson, and Emery (1995) reported that experts apply more design 

principles than novices. Experts conducted their design processes in an iterative, creative, and logic 

way and spent more time analyzing design problem while novices quickly jump to design without 

considering the key elements of the problem. 

Moreover, I found that there was unclear information on how to complete some of the nine 

steps. In the examples provided by Hung (2009), aggressive assistance was a term that was hard 

for me to understand. This was also a drawback reported by Goodnough and Hung (2008) who 

found that teachers had difficulties following the nine-step problem design process because 

terminology was difficult for them to grasp. I wrote in my designer log “More information [is 

required] because teachers might not know how to conduct task analysis.” I also noted that the 

involvement of subject matter experts would be crucial to conduct content and task analysis since 

this step requires designers to categorize the content into concepts, principles, procedural, or 

factual information. 

Time was another condition that impacted course design in my study. The instructor and I 

decided to co-design the entire course about two weeks before implementation began. Therefore, 
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following the nine-step problem design process was not a good option due to time limitation. 

Goodnough and Hung’s (2008) study on the nine-step problem design process was conducted over 

an eight-month period, which included providing opportunities for teachers to read and discuss 

problem based learning, the 3C3R model, and the nine-step problem design process. Teacher 

participants in their study reported that it was time-consuming to apply the steps and suggested 

that some should be combined. However, no specific details on how to combine the steps were 

discussed. I wrote the following suggestions in my designer log, “I think Step 3 and 4 can be 

combined to be select or generate problems based on context specification” and “maybe change 

the step to specify context rather than analyze context specifications.”  Furthermore, Goodnough 

and Hung (2008) reported that Step 5 and Step 6 were the hardest steps for the teachers to follow 

due to time. They wanted a practical set of steps that was suitable for their hectic schedule. In the 

designer log, I made a suggestion that a checklist should be created for Step 5, Step 6, and Step 7 

that can be used to validate the problem.  

I did not conduct all of the nine-steps due to the conditions impacting design (i.e. decision-

making power, existing materials, lack of knowledge and experience, unclear information of the 

steps, and time). Garcia-Barriocanal, Sanchez-Alonso, and Rodrigues-Garcia (2011) also reported 

using only some of the steps. They set goals and objectives retrospectively (Step 1) after they 

generated their problem (Step 4) and conducted a problem affordance analysis (Step 5). However, 

Garcia-Barriocanal, et al. (2011) did not describe any reasons for their decisions likely because 

they did not apply design and development research that emphasizes designer decision making. 

On the other hand, Mendenhall (2012) conducted a design and development study on the use of 

Merrill’s First Principles of Instruction to design online modules for teacher professional 

development. She found that instructional designers faced time constraint when applying the 
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demonstration principle and that more design expertise was necessary to apply the application 

principle. Furthermore, the instructional designers did not apply the integration principle due to 

the client’s decision to standardize this component. In my study, the client was the instructor who 

had the decision-making power. She made many design decisions and all of my decisions had to 

be approved by her.  

Moreover, the current study was a real-life application of the nine-step problem design 

process to develop a problem based learning course. There has been criticism of the use of 

instructional design models in the real world. Instructional designers do not typically follow design 

models rigidly in their job context (Kenny, Zhang, Schweir, & Campbell, 2005). Tessmer and 

Wedman (1990) claimed that “many ID models prescribe a level of detail and complexity which 

is difficult and sometimes impractical in practice” (p. 78). Wedman and Tesmer (1993) surveyed 

73 instructional designers and found that only one reported following the prescriptions of 

established models in every project. Many designers stated that they omitted some steps due to 

conditions like limited time; they also mentioned that decisions such as conducting needs 

assessment were made by clients or that steps such as conducting a task analysis were considered 

unnecessary. In a recent study on instructional designers’ practice in the real world, Cox and 

Osguthorpe (2003) surveyed 142 instructional designers in higher education and industry. They 

reported that designers spent 53% of their time on organizational tasks such as supervising 

personnel, conducting meetings, and marketing and spent 47% of their time on instructional design 

tasks such as analysis, design, and implementation. 

 

Perceptions towards the problem based learning course. In my study, the instructor 

recounted that it was challenging and time consuming to design a problem based learning course. 

She also had positive perceptions toward problem based learning and indicated her intention to use 
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it again in the future. The instructor believed that problem based learning was helpful for her 

students to construct their own knowledge through reflection and collaboration. This is in line with 

the findings by Brinkerhoff and Glazewski (2000), who reported that the instructor in their study 

also had positive experience using problem based learning; she was satisfied with student 

performance and intended to teach the lesson again.  

In regard to students’ perceptions towards the course, the preservice teachers in the current 

study enjoyed using problem based learning. They found that the problem was interesting and 

motivating. They also reported that they preferred to learn in a problem based learning course 

rather than a lecture-based course. Previous research also showed that students prefer learning in 

a problem based learning over lecture-based instruction (Albanese & Mitchell, 1993; Norman & 

Schmidt, 1992). Preservice teachers’ attitudes towards problem based learning environment were 

also found to be positive (Derry, Hmelo-Silver, Nagarajan, Chernobilsky, & Beitzel, 2006; Hung 

& Holen, 2011).  

However, there were challenges faced by students in the current study; they reported that 

it was hard to complete production phases in order to complete the video competition task. 

Moreover, students in this current study found the reflection task to be challenging due the amount 

of reflections they had to submit. A student suggested that instructor should provide clear 

instructions on the reflection task with examples in class to complement the instruction given on 

Schoology. The instructor also felt the same way and shared during the interview that she should 

have given explicit guidelines on students’ reflection tasks and interaction. In a study conducted 

by Hung and Holen (2011) preservice teachers had problems identifying the learning objectives 

while solving the problem. These researchers suggested providing more guidance and facilitation 

to students who have less experience using problem based learning.  
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In the current study, one group faced problems collaborating on the reflection task and 

video competition. Similar to a study applying design-based research on educational digital video 

using problem based learning, Hakkarainen (2011) found that one team had problems on design 

decisions regarding their video production. The findings also showed that one member of this 

group had high level of negative emotions and affected her achievement on the course. 

Hakkarainen (2011) indicated that collaboration problems would be detrimental to learning. 

Therefore, how students act as a team should be taken into consideration since collaboration is an 

essential characteristic of problem based learning (Hmelo-Silver, 2004). 

 

Implications of the Study 

 

The findings of the current study have some implications for designing problem based 

learning and the use of the nine-step problem design process. First, the findings suggest that 

client buy-in is essential when deciding which design processes to follow especially when the 

client is a co-designer and has decision-making power. This situation often occurs when a 

designer works in faculty development at a college or at a university.  Moreover, it is 

recommended that instructional designers have some content expertise and experience on how to 

design problem based learning. A lack of content knowledge and misunderstandings of the nine-

step process impacted course design in the current study. The involvement of subject matter 

experts is also recommended when using complex design process to develop problem based 

learning. This is in line with recommendations by Tawfik, Trueman, and Lorz (2013) who 

studied Hung’s nine-step process to design problems for a Biology module and Jonassen (1997) 

who suggested that instructional designers should team up with subject matter experts and 

experienced practitioners to develop ill-structured problems. 
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Novice instructional designers however, often find it challenging to work with subject 

matters expert so scaffolds in the form of process guidelines can be used as a communication 

tool (Keppel, 2004). Furthermore, scaffolds should be provided to novice instructional designers 

and teachers when complex design processes are to be followed. Supports in the form of a 

checklist with specific questions can help guide designers through the progression of complex 

steps such as the nine-step problem design process (Goodnough & Hung, 2008; Hung 2006). 

Finally, instructional designers and teachers should consider using resources in addition 

to those provided by model developers. For example, I used several resources during the design 

phase such as the Systematic Design of Instruction book (Dick, Carey, & Carey, 2005) for 

writing objectives and conducting task analysis, journal articles on ill-structured problems (e.g. 

Jonassen, 1997), and journal articles on problem based learning (e.g. Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Hung, 

Jonassen, & Liu, 2008). These materials were helpful to supplement the information provided by 

Hung. 

 

Study Limitations 

 

I would like to acknowledge several limitations of this study. First, I was a participant 

observer in this study. Although this gave me an emic view, it also increased the potential for bias. 

I tried to decrease bias by conducting triangulation of data sources. Second, instruments used in 

this study such as the end-of-course survey and interview protocols were not piloted or formatively 

evaluated due to time constraints. Content validity existed to the extent that questions directly 

related to tasks required of students such as such as using Google Docs to interact and complete 

the reflection task. Finally, this design and development study was conducted using a case study 

method in a specific context. Therefore, findings can not be generalized beyond the setting of the 

study. 
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Future Research  

 

The findings and discussion of my study reveal some suggestions for future research. 

Exploring the use of the nine-step problem design process by experts could contribute to a greater 

understanding of how to use this approach to design problem based learning. Examining the 

differences between expert and novice use of complex processes would also add to our 

understanding of best practices.  Furthermore, multiple case studies and the use of the nine-step 

problem design approach in other contexts would increase the generalizability of findings. It is 

also important for future research on the nine-step problem design process to collect performance 

data. Some examples of performance data are student achievement, problem-solving skills, and 

evidence of problem implementation. Performance data could be used to explore if the problem or 

course developed by using the steps were effective and influence students’ learning and 

performance. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Instructional design models and theories are intended to inform practice, but the 

development of many of these models is not always derived from instructional design practice 

(Schwier, Campbell, & Kenny, 2004). As Richey and Klein (2007) wrote, “The practice of design 

and development is to a great extent empirical by nature . . . It would not be unreasonable, then, to 

assume that design and development processes have robust empirical support. However, 

historically there has been a paucity of research on our models, tools, and products” (p.2). 

The current study was conducted to examine the use of a set of specific processes for 

designing problem based learning for preservice teachers in Malaysia. It was conducted in a natural 

setting with real world constraints. Findings can be used by instructional designers and teachers 

when designing problem based learning in similar real-world contexts.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER PROFILE FORM 
 

 

Please answer the following: 

 

(1) Age  : _________  

 

(2) Gender  : _________  

 

(3) Ethnicity : _________ 

 

A. Educational background:  

 

(1) Please list your degrees: ________________________________________________  

                   

          ________________________________________________ 

     

             ________________________________________________ 

  

(2) Please describe your experience in problem based learning lessons: 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

   

______________________________________________________________ 

 

B. Design experience:  

 

(1) Number of years as an instructional designer: ___________________ 

 

(2) Please describe your general design experience:   

  

 ______________________________________________________________ 

   

 ______________________________________________________________ 

 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

 

(3) Please describe your experience in designing problem based learning lessons:  

  

 ______________________________________________________________ 

   

  ______________________________________________________________ 

 

  ______________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX B 

 

DESIGNER LOG 
 

 

Date/start 

and end 

time 

9-step used 
General 

activity 

Other tools/ 

Resources 

used 

Strengths & 

Weakness 
Reflections 

The start 

and end 

time refer to 

the time that 

the 

instructional 

designer 

starts and 

ends 

working to 

design and 

develop the 

lesson on 

the recorded 

date.   

The related 

9-step used 

(e.g. Step 1: 

Setting 

goals and 

objectives) 

that are 

address will 

be listed in 

this column.   

All general 

activity 

within the 

start and end 

time will be 

recorded.  

All tools and 

resources 

(e.g. articles, 

textbooks, 

websites, 

software 

such as 

Articulate) 

that are used 

in the design 

and 

development 

process will 

be recorded. 

Reflections on the 

strengths and 

weakness of the 

model and steps 

from the general 

activity will be 

described in this 

column.  

Reflections (e.g. 

reactions, 

problems, design 

decisions) from the 

general activity 

and model use will 

be described in 

this column.   

Example: 

 

04/14/2017 

 

0900 to 

1230  

 

 

Step 4: 

Selecting or 

generating 

the problem 

 

 

Search for 

possible and 

appropriate 

real-life 

problem.  

  

 

 

Textbook 

and Internet 

(include 

name of the 

textbook and 

link to the 

website) 

 

 

Insufficient 

information on the 

resources to select 

problems for 

problem based 

learning.  

 

 

Although I 

couldn’t find 

appropriate real-

life problem, I 

found possible 

problem in 

different context as 

a guide to design 

and develop the 

problem.   
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APPENDIX C 

 

INSTRUCTOR PROFILE FORM 
 

 

Please answer the following: 

 

(1) Age  : _________  

 

(2) Gender  : _________  

 

(3) Ethnicity : _________ 

 

A. Educational background:  

 

Please list your degrees: ____________________________________________________  

        ____________________________________________________ 

 

                                                    ____________________________________________________ 

  

B. Teaching experience:  

 

(1) Please state the number of years working as a teacher or instructor: _________________ 

 

(2) Please state the number of years teaching QMT 213E course: ______________________ 

 

(3) Please describe your teaching experience in this course (e.g. teaching styles or strategies 

used):  

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

   

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

(4) Please describe your teaching experience using problem based learning approach or other 

student-centered approach:  

  

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

   

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 ________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX D 

 

STUDENT PROFILE FORM 
 

 

Please answer the following: 

 

(1) Age  : _________       

 

(2) Gender  : _________       

 

(3) Ethnicity : _________ 

 

A. Educational background:  

 

(1) Please state the degree that you are currently pursuing: ________________________ 

 

(2) Please state the semester that you are currently enrolled: _______________________ 

        

B. Prior experience in problem based learning:  

 

(1) Did you learn about problem based learning in class before?  

 

If yes, please describe your understanding on what is problem based learning: 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

(2) Do you have any learning experience in problem based learning environment?  

 

If yes, please describe the experience (e.g. knowledge and skills gained, instructor 

support and feedback, working in groups, your level of interest and motivation): 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
Study reference: __________________ (Please leave this blank)  
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APPENDIX E 

 

INSTRUCTOR INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
 

 

Date: ____________ 

Start time: ________ End time: ________  

Place: ____________ 

 

Introduction:  

 

I would like to ask your experience and perceptions on the design phase of the course and 

towards the problem based learning approach. Our conversation will be recorded, which is 

described in the informed consent to participate.   

 

1. How easy or hard did you find to design this course? 

 

2. What were the challenges that you face during the design of this course? 

 

3. What would you suggest to improve the design of this course?  

 

4. How easy or hard did you find to implement this course?  

 

5. How was your preparation to teach this course?  

 

6. How well do you think the course helped students develop an understanding of the 

content?  

 

7. Do you think the video competition task captured students’ attention? Why or why not?  

 

8. Do you think students’ motivation wase maintained throughout the course? Why or why 

not?  

 

9. Do you think the students had difficulties completing the reflection and interaction 

activities? Why or why not?  

 

10. Do you think the students had difficulties completing the video competition task? Why or 

why not?  

 

11. Do you think the students achieved the intended learning objectives? 

 

12. Do you think the allocated time to complete the course was appropriate?  

 

13. Would implement this course using problem based learning again? Why or why not? 
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14. Would you teach using problem based learning for other courses in the future? Why or 

why not? 

 

15. What would you suggest to improve the implementation of this course?  
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APPENDIX F 

 

STUDENT END-OF-COURSE SURVEY 
 

 

Please click on your responds to each item according to the following scale:   

 
SD: Strongly Disagree, D: Disagree, N: Neither Agree nor Disagree, A: Agree, SA: Strongly Agree  

 

NO. Item Scale  

1 I have learned a lot in this 

course 
SD D N A SA 

2 I liked this course more than 

a course using lectures 
SD D N A SA 

3 I would like to participate in 

a collaborative problem- 

solving course again 

SD D N A SA 

4 The course provided useful 

resources on audio and video 

production  

SD D N A SA 

5 The course provided 

opportunities to search for 

additional learning resources  

SD D N A SA 

6 The course provided 

opportunities to practice self-

directed learning skills  

SD D N A SA 

7 The course provided 

opportunities to practice 

problem-solving skills 

through completing the video 

competition project  

SD D N A SA 

8 The course provided 

opportunities to gain 

knowledge through group 

interaction on Google Docs  

SD D N A SA 

9 The content of this course 

was easy to understand 
SD D N A SA 

10 The content of this course is 

valuable for my future 

profession as a teacher 

SD D N A SA 

11 I found the video 

competition project is 

interesting  

SD D N A SA 

12 The video competition 

project increased my 
SD D N A SA 
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motivation to learn audio and 

video production  

13 The video competition 

project contained sufficient 

information to get my group 

started  

SD D N A SA 

14 The video competition 

project contained necessary 

information to conduct self-

directed research activities  

SD D N A SA 

15 There was enough time for 

my group to complete the 

video competition project  

SD D N A SA 

16 I liked completing the 

reflection tasks 
SD D N A SA 

17 The reflection tasks 

increased my understanding 

about audio and video 

production  

SD D N A SA 

18 The reflection tasks 

contained sufficient 

resources for me to reflect on 

my learning  

SD D N A SA 

19 The reflection tasks 

contained necessary 

information to conduct self-

directed research activities  

SD D N A SA 

20 There was enough time for 

my group to complete the 

reflection tasks 

SD D N A SA 

21 I liked the interaction on 

Google Docs  
SD D N A SA 

22 I though the interaction on 

Google Docs were helpful on 

my learning  

SD D N A SA 

23 I am confident that I will 

pass the final exam of this 

course  

SD D N A SA 

Please write your responses on the following item:  

21 What did you enjoy most 

about this lesson? 
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22 What did you find as the 

most challenging experience 

during the lesson? 

 

23 What do you suggest to 

improve the lesson?  

 

 

 
Study reference: __________________ (Please leave this blank)  
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APPENDIX G 

 

STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
 

 

Date: ____________         

Start time: ________ End time: ____________ 

Place: ____________  

 

Introduction:  

 

I would like to ask your experience and perceptions towards the course. Our conversation will be 

recorded, which is described in the informed consent to participate. In any sort of report, I might 

publish, I will not include any information that will make it possible to identify a student.  

 

Questions:   

 

1. How do you feel about the content of this course? Do you feel it easy or hard to 

understand?  

 

2. How do you feel about the reflection task?  

 

3. How did your group manage to complete the reflection task?  

 

4. How do you feel about the interaction on Google Docs?  

 

5. How do you feel about the video competition project?   

 

6. How did your group select the theme and come up with the final video?  

 

7. Do you like this course than a course using lectures? Why or why not?  

 

8. What was the most enjoyable experience during the lesson?  

 

9. Would you want to participate in a course using this approach again? Why or why not?  

 

10. If you are the teacher of this course, what would you change?  

 

11. As a future teacher, would you consider using this approach on your classroom? Why or 

why not?  

 

12. Do you think you learned something new in this lesson? If yes, could you please explain? 
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APPENDIX H 

 

FSU HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE APPROVAL 
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APPENDIX I 

 

INSTRUCTOR CONSENT FORM 
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APPENDIX J 

 

STUDENT CONSENT FORM 
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APPENDIX K 

 

THEMES, CATEGORIES, CODES, AND EXAMPLES 
 

 
Themes Categories Codes Data sources Examples of statement from data 

Decision-

making 

Design 

decisions  

Instructor 

decisions 

WhatsApp 

messages 

The instructor shared through that she used two of the eBooks for students’ references 

on reflection task 1.  

Instructor 

interview 

Well, I think…to fulfil the approach…you know student centered or PBL, I decided to 

apply a collaborative learning strategy using a cloud-based platform, that is Google 

Docs. 

Designer 

decisions 

Designer log After meeting with the instructor and professor, I think I should design a problem for 

the video project and assist the instructor on designing a full course on problem based 

learning 

Designer ask for 

clarification  

Facebook 

messages 

I need to create questions/prompts for the six lectures, right? Did I understand what 

you want correctly? 

Existing 

materials 

and other 

resources 

Materials and 

resources used  

Instructor shared 

resources  

Facebook 

messages 

The instructor shared a paper on Flipped classroom and PBL “Using flipped classroom 

approach to explore deep learning in large classrooms” 

Designer search 

for resources 

Designer log I Googled the Internet “objectives of problem solving skills” and found several 

websites that could be helpful on designing or creating specific problem solving skills: 

http://www.creducation.org/resources/problem_solving_skills/index.html 

Existing materials  Instructor 

interview  

So, I was not sure what would be the best approach to balance out between the number 

of prompts assigned…as to cover the syllabus…and to make sure that fruitful 

interactions happened among group members. 

Lack of 

knowledge 

and 

experience 

Problems 

related to 

designers’ 

characteristics 

Designer problem Designer log I stated “clearly” because I am not sure too on what is or how to develop or specify 

objectives intended for problem solving and self-directed learning skills  

Instructor 

experience  

Instructor 

interview  

As this is my first time teaching this course, yes, it was quite hard to design the 

problem-solving strategy for this course. 

Misunderstanding Email 

communication 

Instructor email to me “I’m still confuse on the difference between problem and 

project-based learning.”  

Instructor 

interview 

think it’s a challenge to design a strategy that fulfil collaborative problem-solving 

strategy or problem based learning…I don’t have a clear view regarding the strategy or 

problem based learning. 

For me, I think…only the terms were different. But, the implementation of the strategy 

is the same 

 

 

 

http://www.creducation.org/resources/problem_solving_skills/index.html
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Themes Categories Codes Data sources Examples of statement from data 

Unclear 

information 

Use of tine-

step problem 

design process 

Designer problem  Designer log I am not sure how to create objectives for problem solving skills and self-directed 

learning skills. 

Steps weaknesses Hung (2009) did not describe what are the meaning of moderate or aggressive. In 

addition, how should I assess these objectives? 

Time  Limited time  Instructor busy  WhatsApp 

messages 

This morning, I had a meeting on the project with Dr. Z and I will have a student 

meeting in the afternoon.  

Time consuming  Instructor 

interview 

They were challenging and very time consuming. A lot of preparations, effort and 

continually monitoring students learning process. 

Instructor 

perceptions  

Perceptions 

on problem 

based learning  

Perceptions Instructor 

interview  

I think students were able to develop their understanding of the content…with this 

student-centered approach. They were active learners…active in class and 

online…they constructed knowledge by themselves because they were able to take 

charge…responsible of their own learning. 

Instructor 

suggestions 

for 

improvement 

Suggestions  I also think I will include more explicit guidelines in terms of how students should 

interact and reflect on their learning- so that they could engage with more quality or 

higher levels of reflection.  

Student 

perceptions  

Positive 

experience 

Video competition  Student open-

ended 

questions 

I enjoy shooting scenes for our video because we are able to apply our knowledge 

gained in the class with our own twists in it. We can see whether we understand the 

lesson by incorporating the usage of applications or rules we have learned throughout 

this course such as 180-degree rule, angle and position of the camera and more into our 

video. 

Reflection task  Student open-

ended 

questions 

I enjoy pondering on my thoughts while completing these tasks. It makes me become 

aware of my own feeling as well as understanding in every topic. Therefore, I could 

assess myself based on my understanding 

Challenging 

experience  

Video competition  Student open-

ended 

questions 

challenging experience is video production process. I am still a beginner in video 

production and we are assigned to produce a video as our final project.  

Student 

interviews 

the most challenging experience is definitely is our project. Firstly, we  

had difficulties in getting a DSLR camera for shooting 

Team work Student open-

ended 

questions 

most challenging experience would be to get the whole group moving as a team. 

Suggestions 

for 

improvement 

Reflection task  Student 

interviews 

like I said before, the time and due date of the reflection tasks. I think if we could add 

that thing, I think its will make it look a bit perfect. 

Student open-

ended 

questions 

I think Dr should be the one who decide on certain period for all of u [us] to visit the 

the schoology and google doc to complete our weekly task so a student like me will 

complete the task on time. 
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APPENDIX L 

 

TWO PROPOSED PROBLEMS 
 

 

(1) English Week at Sekolah Menengah Bukit Jambul is just around the corner. The head of 

English Committee has assigned you and your colleagues to produce a promotional video 

for the English Week. This video will be distributed to the school’s committee and 

parents. Before jumping into production, remember that pre-production is the most 

important phase in video production. You would need to prepare a treatment, script, and 

storyboard for the video. Present these materials during your next meeting with the Head 

of the English Committee.  

(2) You’re a group of English teachers at Sekolah Menengah Pemancar. The Head of English 

Committee has urged the use of educational videos to gain students’ attention and 

promote students’ engagement during class. You and your colleagues are assigned to 

produce an educational video regarding a topic from the English high school curriculum. 
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APPENDIX M 

 

LOCAL NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT 
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APPENDIX N 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

 

It is your new semester at Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) when you come across a poster at 

the lecture hall (foyer DK)…  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You are excited to enter this competition with your group in QMT 213E Digital Audio and Video 

Production course. It is the perfect opportunity to apply what you are learning in the course. 

Moreover, the winner will receive RM 100 cash! 

 

Based on the poster, you will produce a promotional video for Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM). 

Your group will need to choose only ONE of the following theme to promote USM: (1) APEX 

University, (2) University in a Garden, (3) Health Campus, and (4) I Love USM. You need to 

upload the video on YouTube by 9.00 AM on 17th May 2017. 

 

As you gather with your group members, some of them are concern with the themes. What is 

APEX university? What is Healthy Campus? How can we promote USM with I Love USM theme? 

To find more information about the themes, you scan the QR code on the poster and access the 

blog. You find several resources on the themes and some video examples. These materials might 

be helpful. But, what are your own interpretation on the themes? How will you use one of the 

theme to promote USM? Don’t let the resources and video examples stop you to do your own 

research on the theme that your group have chosen. Be creative!  

 

In order to produce a quality video for the competition, your team should collaborate and complete 

the tasks and questions given in the QMT 213E course. These tasks and questions will help you 

reflect on what you’re learning each week and finally help you produce a good quality video for 

the competition. At the end of the semester, you will need to submit (1) a documentation of the 

video production and (2) an individual reflection of your learning journey on Digital Audio and 

Video Production.  

 

Are you ready? Let’s do this! 
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APPENDIX O 

 

DESIGN DOCUMENT 
 

 

WEEK 3 

Topic Video Production 

• The process of video production 

• Crew members in video production  

• Video production terms  

Learning objectives/ Learning 

Outcomes 

At the end of the lesson, students will be able to:  

1. Describe the three distinct stages of video production process (i.e. pre-production, production, 

post-production)  

2. Identify and describe the role of producer, director, editor, writer, lighting director, camera 

operator, sound supervisor, and boom operator in video production 

3. Complete the Production Checklist worksheet  

Learning resources  During the lesson, students should be using multiple resources:  

• Millerson & Owens (2008): Crew Members (p. 11 – 18); Terms (p. 49 – 50); Organizing 

Production (p. 27 – 31); Typical Research Information for the Planning and Preparation Phase of 

the Production Process (p. 40 – 41) 

• Hughes (2012): p. 88 – 108 (the three stages of production) 

• Prof F note: Basic Glossary of Film Terms  

• Udemy short videos  

Chronological plan for students’ 

activities during the lesson 

During the lesson, students will: 

✓ be provided with the questions, tasks, and worksheet 

✓ discuss the given questions and tasks in groups  

✓ individually watch and annotate videos on: 

• You Need These Things to Make Great Videos  

• Create the Right Video  

• Come Up with a GREAT Video Idea 

• Plan Your Video – Pre-Production Basics 

• Going Through the Production Checklist  

✓ complete the following worksheets using multiple learning resources (e.g. video, e-books, handouts, 

websites) in groups 
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• Video production process 

• Crew members 

• Production checklist  

✓ be provided with the Basic Glossary of Film Terms and other learning resources as an introduction to 

video production terms  

✓ discuss the given questions earlier to reflect on their learning in this lesson in groups 

✓ be debriefed by the instructor on today’s lesson  

✓ individually write a reflection in google docs/blog (after class activity)  

Students’ tasks & questions 

(Created using BranchTrack & 

posted on Schoology) 

 

 

“A lot of what is covered in today’s lesson is obvious, so obvious that many production people overlook 

these essentials in their initial enthusiasm – and their product is less effective” (adapted from Millerson & 

Owens, 2008; p. 21). These essentials are the three stages of video production process.  

 

Discuss in your group the following questions:  

(1) What are the three stages of video production? 

(2) If you’re the editor, what’s your role during video production? What’s the director’s role in video 

production? What about the producer? What is a boom operator?  

(3) How can you create GREAT video?  

(4) How can you come up with GREAT video idea? 

(5) How should you PLAN for your video?  

 

Your task:  

✓ After you have discussed the questions above, you would need to individually watch and annotate 

the videos posted on Schoology (Refer to lecture folder…)  

✓ Then, regroup and complete the worksheets  

✓ Remember to write an individual reflection of today’s lesson on your blog/Google Docs (Refer to 

How to Write a Reflection as guidance)  

Example of test question that is 

aligned with the learning objectives  

Learning 

objectives 

1 

A video production is divided into three phases (pre-production, production, and post-

production). Explain what happens in each phase. 

Learning 

objectives 

2 

The _____ primary role is to make crucial decisions about what shots to use in a video 

project, where and when to use voice-over and dialog, as well as the types of music and 

graphics that a project needs 

a. producer 

b. editor 

c. director 

d. animator 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/romqg61lwn4xbpf/VidProd_Crew%20Members%20Worksheet.docx?dl=0
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WEEK 4 Introduce the Problem 

Lecture/Topic Pre-production: Writing for Video Production  

Learning objectives At the end of this lesson, students will be able to: 

1. Define the term ‘treatment’ in video production  

2. Identify different treatment in video production  

3. Prepare a treatment for the final video production project    

4. Describe the role of script and storyboard in video production  

5. Design and develop script and storyboard for the final project  

Learning resources  During the lesson, students should be using multiple resources:  

• Millerson & Owens (2008): Tips on developing the script (p. 74 – 77); Storyboards (p. 34 – 37);  

• Musburger (2010): Storyboards (p. 120 – 121)  

• Dr. J’s notes/materials (posted on Schoology): Script in Video Production; Pre-production: 

Script-Storyboard; How to Write a Video Script; Scripting Tips for Video Production  

• Examples of scripts and storyboards (posted on Schoology)  

Chronological plan for students’ 

activities during the lesson 

During the lesson, students will: 

✓ be introduced with the problem for the course final project, which is video production for a 

competition  

✓ discuss the problem scenario  

✓ discuss the given questions and tasks in groups  

✓ individually read the learning resources  

✓ discuss the given questions again to prepare for the video competition 

✓ be debriefed by the instructor on today’s lesson  

✓ individually write a reflection in google docs/blog (after class activity)  

Learning context/problem/scenario  

 

Students’ tasks/questions  

(Created using BranchTrack & 

posted on Schoology) 

 

More information about the 

competition can be accessed 

through the competition’s website 

(will be developed)  

It is the fourth week of the semester when you came across an advertisement at 

the lecture hall….  

 

You are excited to enter this competition with your group in Digital Audio & 

Video Production course. It is the perfect opportunity to apply what you are 

learning in this course. So, you will produce a promotional video on Universiti 

Sains Malaysia (USM) as an APEX university with the vision of Transforming 

Higher Education for a Sustainable Tomorrow. You are going to post it on 

YouTube and Facebook. You’ll blog about it, Tweet about it since 50% of the 

winning criteria would be from audiences’ like on social medias.  

 

As you gather with your group members, some of them are concern with the theme of …. But, as a 

student of USM, do you know:  

POSTER/ 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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What is your interpretation on the themes?  

 

How would you use the themes to promote USM?  

 

To produce a quality video for the competition, your team should prepare a treatment as well as develop a 

script and storyboard for the video competition. A treatment is a synopsis that involve the beginning, 

middle, and end of a story.   

 

Discuss in your group:  

(1) What is a treatment? 

(2) What is the role of script and storyboard in video production? 

(3) How do you create a script for the video competition?  

(4) How do you develop a storyboard for the video competition?  

 

Your task:  

✓ After you have discussed the questions above, you would need to individually review and annotate 

multiple learning resources provided on Schoology  

✓ Then, regroup and discuss the questions again  

✓ Come up with a GREAT idea or story for the video competition  

✓ Get ready to prepare a treatment, script, and storyboard for the video competition  

✓ Remember to write an individual reflection of today’s lesson on your blog/Google Docs (Refer to 

How to Write a Reflection as guidance) 

Example of test question that is 

aligned with the learning objectives  

Learning 

objectives 

1, 2, 4  

(1) Of the three production stages, the one where storyboarding takes place 

a. production  

b. pre-production  

c. post-production 

(2) What is the purpose of script? 

a. coordinate the production team 

b. help director to clarify ideas 

c. help director to assess the resources needed for the production  

d. all of the above  

(3) Treatment is a narrative description of a production. It should read more like a novel 

than a script, because it is intended for a nonmedia person.  

Learning 

objectives 

3 and 5   

Students’ group work on script and storyboard, which will be submitted at the end of the 

course will be assessed using a rubric?  
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WEEK 5 Audio & video studio visit 

Lecture/Topic 

 

 

Equipment and Technology in Video Production 

• Types of video camera 

• Digital video accessories 

• Computing equipment 

• Non-linear video editing system 

Learning objectives/Learning 

outcomes 

At the end of this lesson, students should be able to: 

1. Identify different types of digital video accessories  

2. Identify which video camera that is suitable with their needs    

3. Identify which editing equipment/software that is suitable with their needs   

Learning resources During the lesson, students should be using multiple resources posted on Schoology 

Chronological plan for students’ 

activities during the lesson  

During the lesson, students will: 

✓ discuss the given questions and tasks in groups  

✓ visit the audio and video studio 

✓ individually read and annotate the learning resources  

✓ regroup and discuss the questions again 

✓ be debriefed by the instructor on today’s lesson 

✓ individually write a reflection in google docs/blog (after class activity) 

Students’ tasks/questions (Created 

using BranchTrack & posted on 

Schoology)  

Now your group should have a GREAT idea for the video competition. Even better if your group already 

have drafted the scripts and storyboard. At this stage, you need a camera to make video. Perhaps you 

already have that camera. Perhaps don’t. You would need to determine your needs and decide the 

equipment and technology that will be used for the video competition.  

 

Discuss in your group: 

(1) Does equipment matter?  

(2) Which types of camera that your group will be using for the video competition? Why?  

(3) How would you choose the editing equipment/software that will be used for editing the video 

competition?  

 

Your task:  

✓ After you have discussed the questions above, all of you will visit the audio and video studio  

✓ Then, individually read and annotate the materials provided on Schoology  

✓ You would need to regroup and discuss the questions again  

✓ Remember to write an individual reflection of today’s lesson on your blog/Google Docs (Refer to 

How to Write a Reflection as guidance) 
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Example of test question that is 

aligned with the learning objectives  

Learning 

objectives 

1 

INSERT DOLLY PICTURE HERE 

(1) What type of tripod is this? 

a. Studio pedestal 

b. Dolly 

c. Body mount 

d. Jib arm 

e. Camera crane 

(2) The tripod has the job of holding the camera steady and can assist in the camera 

movements of tilt and pan 

WEEK 6 Practical: Ready to begin Shooting 

Lecture/Topic 

 

Video Shooting Tips and Techniques (Part 1)  

Learning objectives At the end of the lesson, students will be able to: 

1. Describe several types of camera movement (i.e. pans, tilts, dolly shots/trucking/tracking/crab, 

hand-held shots, zoom lenses, aerial shot)  

2. Identify different types of camera shots in video crane shots, production (i.e. establishing shot, 

master shot, wide shot, over the shoulder, two shot, long shot, medium shot, close up  

3. Describe the functions of different shots in video production (e.g. establishing shot, point of 

view, and close up) 

4. Practice creating various camera shots for the final video production project   

Learning resources  During the lesson, students should be using multiple resources posted on Schoology and  

Prof F notes: 

• videonote shot exam notes 

• vmt video note movement exam notes  

Chronological plan for students’ 

activities during the lesson  

During the lesson, students will: 

✓ discuss the given questions and tasks in groups  

✓ individually read and annotate the learning resources  

✓ regroup and discuss the questions again 

✓ revise and improve the treatment, script, and storyboard for the video competition (30 minutes??)  

✓ practice shooting different types of camera shots  

✓ be debriefed by the instructor on today’s lesson 

✓ individually write a reflection in google docs/blog (after class activity) 

Students’ tasks and questions 

(Created using BranchTrack and 

posted on Schoology)  

You are ALMOST ready for video shooting! Remember to prepare your script and storyboard that include 

various camera shots to convey your story for the video competition.  

 

Discuss in your group:  
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(1) What are the different types of camera movement? 

(2) What are the different types of camera shots and functions?  

(3) How would you incorporate different camera shots for your video competition? Justify your 

selection of shots.  

 

Your tasks:  

✓ discuss the given questions and tasks in groups   

✓ individually read and annotate the learning resources  

✓ regroup and discuss the questions again 

✓ revise and improve the treatment, script, and storyboard for the video competition by including 

different types of shots (30 minutes??)  

✓ practice shooting different types of camera shots  

✓ individually write a reflection in google docs/blog (after class activity) 

Example of test question that is 

aligned with the learning objectives  

Learning 

objective 

1, 2, and 3  

(1) What is a point of view shot? 

a. Looking into the eyes on another subject 

b. The camera shows what a character is looking at 

c. A shot that shows a great deal of the area where the scene is taking place 

d. None of the above 

(2) What type of shot established a scene setting? 

a. Close up shot 

b. Medium shot 

c. Establish shot 

d. None of the above 

(3) What is panning? 

a. Filming a shot 

b. Turning the camera off 

c. Move the camera left to right or right to left (turning it to one side)  

d. All of the above 

(4) This type of camera angle shows the subject from slightly above the eye-level, i.e. the 

camera is angled down towards the subject. This has the effect of diminishing the 

subject, making them appear less powerful, less significant or even submissive.  

a. Low Angle 

b. Bird’s Eye View  

c. High Angle 

d. Steep Angle 

(5) Truck is the camera movement where the camera moves horizontally with the action 
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(6) Zoom is a change in the lens focal length which gives the illusion of moving the camera 

closer or further away. It is not a physical movement of the camera. 

(7) To achieve sharp results with a fast-moving object you need to adjust your: 

a. FPS setting 

b. focus ring 

c. shutter speed 

d. iris 

WEEK 7 Practical & Guest Lecturer  

Lecture/Topic Video Shooting Tips & Techniques (Part 2)  

• Capturing Great Video 

• Cinematic Composition 

• 360 Video  

Learning Objectives   

Learning Resources   

Chronological plan for students’ 

activities during the lesson  

 

Students’ tasks and questions 

(Created using BranchTrack and 

posted on Schoology)  

Today, you will learn from an expert in video production.  

Keep in mind about your treatment, script, and storyboard.  

Now let’s practice shooting some videos! Remember to incorporate different types of camera shots.  

 

What is video composition?  

What is rule of thirds?  

 

Example of test question that is 

aligned with the learning objectives  

Learning 

objectives  

 

MID SEMESTER BREAK 

WEEK 8 

Lecture/Topic Audio & Lighting for Video Production  

Learning Objectives  At the end of the lesson, students will be able to: 

1. Identify several types of microphones for video production   

2. Describe the 3-point lighting in video production  

3. Practice using natural and artificial lights for the video competition    

Learning Resources  During the lesson, students should be using multiple resources posted on Schoology and  ….  

Chronological plan for students’ 

activities during the lesson  

During the lesson, students will: 

✓ discuss the given questions and tasks in groups  

✓ individually read and annotate the learning resources  
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✓ regroup and discuss the questions again 

✓ discuss about the progress of the video competition (30 minutes??)  

✓ practice using natural and artificial lights for the video competition  

✓ be debriefed by the instructor on today’s lesson 

✓ individually write a reflection in google docs/blog (after class activity) 

Students’ tasks and questions 

(Created using BranchTrack and 

posted on Schoology)  

“The ear, not the eye, lead the senses” 

 

Discuss in your group: 

(1) How to use different types of microphone? 

(2) How to record audio with your computer? 

(3) How to record audio in any environment?  

(4) How to reduce echo?  

(5) Why we use lighting in video production?  

(6) How to use natural and artificial lights? 

(7) How to setup the 3-point video lighting?  

 

Your tasks: 

✓ discuss the given questions and tasks in groups   

✓ individually read and annotate the learning resources  

✓ regroup and discuss the questions again 

✓ discuss about the progress of the video competition (30 minutes??) 

✓ practice using natural and artificial lights for the video competition  

✓ individually write a reflection in google docs/blog (after class activity)  

 

Reminder: 

By this week, your group should be ready to present the story of your video competition. 

Remember that you will also share your group’s progress in terms of the script and storyboard 

with your fellow classmates next week. 

Example of test question that is 

aligned with the learning objectives  

Learning 

objectives 

1 and 2  

(1) The three lights used in standard 3-point lighting are a back light, a fill light, and a: 

a. flood light 

b. hair light 

c. key light 

d. blonde light 

 

(2) Which one of a three light set up was used for this shot? 
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a. Key light (You can tell a key light was used because one side of the persons 

face is dark (you can’t see the left side of her jaw) ***show different pictures 

and ask which used what type of light (i.e. key/fill/back)  

b. Fill light  

c. Back light 

 

(3) What problem might you have that involves a person standing in front of a window 

when you’re filming? 

a. A chroma key problem  

b. White balance problem  

c. Exposure problem  

d. A tripod problem  

e. A microphone problem 

WEEK 9 

Lecture/Topic Final Video Project: Discussion and Presentation  

Learning Objectives   

Learning Resources   

Chronological plan for students’ 

activities during the lesson  

Students will present the treatment, script, and storyboard of the video competition   

Students will provide and receive feedback on their presentation  

Students’ tasks and questions 

(Created using BranchTrack and 

posted on Schoology)  

 

Example of test question that is 

aligned with the learning objectives  

Learning 

objectives  

 

WEEK 10 

Lecture/Topic  

 

Final Video Project: Discussion and Shooting 

Learning Objectives   

Learning Resources   

Chronological plan for students’ 

activities during the lesson  

Students will  

✓ present the treatment, script, and storyboard of the video competition   

✓ provide and receive feedback on their presentation  

SHOT 
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✓ have the opportunity to discuss about the video competition as well as shoot some videos for the 

video competition  

Students’ tasks and questions 

(Created using BranchTrack and 

posted on Schoology)  

 

Example of test question that is 

aligned with the learning objectives  

Learning 

objectives  

 

WEEK 11 Guest Lecturer: Video Producer 

Lecture/Topic Video Editing and Post Production  

Learning Objectives  At the end of the lesson, students will be able to edit videos using Adobe Premiere  

Learning Resources   

Chronological plan for students’ 

activities during the lesson  

Students will attend a workshop on editing with Adobe Premiere 

Students’ tasks and questions 

(Created using BranchTrack and 

posted on Schoology)  

 

Example of test question that is 

aligned with the learning objectives  

Learning 

objectives  

 

WEEK 12 Guest Lecturer: Video Producer 

Lecture/Topic Final Video Project: Video Editing   

Learning Objectives   

Learning Resources   

Chronological plan for students’ 

activities during the lesson  

✓ Students will edit their videos for the video competition  

✓ Students may ask any concerns and problems to the Video Producer and Instructor 

Students’ tasks and questions 

(Created using BranchTrack and 

posted on Schoology)  

 

Example of test question that is 

aligned with the learning objectives  

Learning 

objectives  
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WEEK 13 

Lecture/Topic Final Video Project: Presentation of the final product   

Learning Objectives   

Learning Resources   

Chronological plan for students’ 

activities during the lesson  

Students present their videos for the video competition 

Students will give and receive feedback on their videos 

Students’ tasks and questions 

(Created using BranchTrack and 

posted on Schoology)  

 

Example of test question that is 

aligned with the learning objectives  

Learning 

objectives  

 

WEEK 14: Revision Week for Final Examination 
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